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soul, by faith, T will allow them their skep-

tical smile, without protest.
That wallowing and irveclaimable sot

Correspondence.
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—
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THE CENTENNIAL TEA-PARTY.
Following the reopeuing of the 48d Con-

J

YANCE, $2.50,

REMITTANCES must be made in money orders, bank checks, or drafis, if possible. When neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to
yogiuter letters whenever requested to do so.
:
*
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
ther w
be at the risk of those sending them.
e regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may be deducted from the amount due,when thus sent, Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.

ie

Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is r¢ceived by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
and until payment of all. arrearages 18 made as required by law.
’
Kach subscriber is particularly requested to uote
the date on the label for the expiration of his subscription, and to forward'what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this office.»

TE

. Liberal discount is made to those who

pay

vance, and our object is to secure advance
48 the rule.

in

ad.

bought a Bible, and at the other a yard of clear, cold light as when, Dec. 16, 1774,
dog’ chain; and with this be fastened the Faneuil Hall in Boston was the. scene’ of a |
blessed book to the mantle piece in the masquerade pasty who made a harbor full of
reading room of the fort.

His third

tea (or the British to sip.

meas-

J

The rotunda of (he Capifol was decoratte, start a prayer meeting at the
fort, and .such was his importunity and ¢d with elaborate designs, and many nazeal, that although it was oust of and far tional flags floated from the dome and balfrom their sphereof labor, the ladies were! ustrades.
Over the south door was a miniature ship,
constrained to send a deputation, and ‘a
‘boys in Indian costume
flourishing weekly meeting attended by from which two
were
throwing
out
fackages of tea at interabout 150 persons, is the beginning of the
vals
the
emfire
eveling.
Over the north
result.
door, was a fac-similé of the independence
EDUCATIONAL,

‘ure. wag

bell,

with

the

motto,

*‘Proclaim

liberty

The number of educational and college throughout the lund apd to all the inhabi-

payment

that he is, as a rule, affected by sea-sickness

1 lowing :

gress, which was characterized by the usual
ceived his month's pay, he marched with it amount of hand. shaking, and coungratulaRev. IL. D. STEWART, Publisher
to his ramselling creditors, paid them off tory contpliments to members that weie reTo whom all letters on business, remittances of to the last cent, announced his new life, ‘elected, came the great Centennial tea-parmoney, &c., should be sent. In writing to this office
‘and bade {hem a frank and empbatic fare- ty in the [rotunda of the Capitol.
the name of the State should always be given.
All . communications designed
for publication
well, He next. went ty a book-store, ‘and : On this evening, Dee. 16, 1874, it seemed
should be addressed to the Editor, BOSTON, Mass.
then
to a hardware store. .At one he to us that the moon showe with the same
Terms : $3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN AD-

~ Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.

Strange Tastes.

Number

| The incident of the homme a la) fourchetle, the man who swallowed a fork in

Paris, April last, has inspired Dr. Mignon

with the idea of collecting all records of

similar cases. He has been able to find de-

fails of 168, and it would be difficujt to im-

4gine anything more astonishing than the
atalogue (give in the Union Medicale for
cember
¥) of the objects swallowedby

OFFERS.

Considerable excitement is caused in San

it efficacy as a preventative

of that most

Francisco
by the determination of the proprietors of the Cornell watch
ory to
employ Chinese in all the departments. of

disagreeable malady.

He adds that he nev-

er goes down in the cabin, but makes him-

self as comfortable as circumstances will allow on deck.
:
-

the* works.
Seventy operatives
Chicago have protested against the

YEE

Y lin

|'and a general strike is threavened, but the

SAE

The amount of instraetion given

proprietors

tible and uncomfortable iteins 'cataIngued, ‘we find fifteén gold medals, hair
rings ifnumerable, 175 fiancs,. a shoe:

taining mass
7of thickened water, can appreciate the spirit of the Brooklyn Crusade

as manifested by

the deputation

of sia

ladies who went down to the degraded
point of South Brooklyn known as Red

Hook, and by the large audience which
actually met them—with mutual amaze-

these

multiply-

buckle, nine inches of a sword-blade, very
sharp scissors, eighty pins, a baby’s bottle,
the castor of a night-stool, an entire set of
domjnoes (the sizé of which, however, is
not stated), 100 louis d'or, a flute four inch-

es long, a glass vial, thirty-five knives, a
clay pipe, from 1400 to 1500 pins, a bar of
lead weighing a pound, a whetstone, and
‘(in three instances) a table-fork. But the
most extraordinary of all these cases o&:

Hall prayer meeting, one after-

convention,

lastsyear, failed to

effect

this,

school books are called for on that conti-

noon, When I say that he was converted
to Jesus Christ then and there, and miracu-

‘nent, and have been translated

lously transformed into another man, * a

ian trade. The approaching ** International Exposition” at Santiago, is to contain an
American school house fully equipped.
;
Vipr.

new creature,” it is possible some of your
readers may indulge in a skeptical smile.

Well,if they can cite me anything like this

Which follows, from the historyof man’s
natural.experience ; in short, from any experience unconnected with the direct reception of Christ as the Saviour “of the

Side

whiskers and

a

mous-

fore obtained

some

of - chloral,
* put.

into Span-

ish, for the ‘Cbilian, Argentine and Brazil-

pia. Je

- The

most

a

effectiial ‘security against evil

is trust in God.

The same results were obtained on the re-

MIS$ KELLOGG.

|
One of

our dreams, long

cherished,

has

been realised. We were not disappointed
in our hope of hearing Miss Kellogg, who
is justly acknowledged the American singer.
She bas the most attractive of all chardys—
a simplicity and naturalness that is irresistible. Her ease and gracelulness. are delightful, 4nd her singing of masterly music
is done without one of the disagreeable
gestures great singers usually
assume,
»

turn voyage, but he“ increased the amount
of chloral, He had again occasion to gross
the channelat the end of September by the
night boat from Calais to Dover, and think-

ing with reason that the sea would be
rougher at that season than usual, he had a

draught made up composed

burngd last week,

humbly . and

penitently,

and

ask

him

to

un-

his draught, soon went to sleep, and. only

awoke on his arrival

possible condition.

brim ih

at Calais in the

best

Dr. Giraldes remarks

was making

a voyage

from London to Auckland, New Zealand,
loaded with emigrants, 474 of whom lost

or

three

Only

their lives by the disaster..

It is not yet know

four persons escaped,

how the fire originated, but it is believed to

bave been caused by careless smoking,
-

MONARCHY IN SPAIN.

Alfonzo the

Isabella,
Spain,

has
in

Twelfth,

son

of ex-Queen

been proclaimed King
which all. parties seem

of
to

acquiesce, thus offering a rare spectacle

a peaceful arid bloodless revelation.

of

This

is thought fo be a death-blow to Carlism.
ED

P—
+

Washington Correspondence.
a

nn

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 30, 1874.

Since

adjournment of Congress over

the

holi-

days not much of interest has transpired here,
calculated to awaken the attention of the general

public.

The a

busiriess of the Departments

moves on in its wonted course, and the clerks
and employees work all the time, only being
allowed one month for vacation during the year.
Nobody complains, however.
Congress is discussing the propriety of increas-

ing the hours of labor of the clerks from six
hours to eight or nive; some members favor the
nine hour rule,

“ PROHIBITION.
|

Petitions are coming into Congress from the
people in different parts of the country asking
Congress to suppress by law the manufacture
and sale of strong drinks iu the territories and
in this District.
There is no likelihood of anything b ing done, however numerous and influ~
ential the petitions may be!
When the people
send their petitions to Congress in boots, some=
thing may be done, till then we must suffer the
evils which flow from the licensed traffic in
strong drinks. 1 learn at the Internal Revenue
Bureau that on the first of Dec., 1874, there
was 11,637,567 gallons of diluted spirits in the
warehouses of the United States, and when this

goes out to do ifs work

of d ath and destruction

an equal or even a larger amount
the places in the warerooms,
The

will supply
government

ge's its revenues and the people are cursed, and
the statesmen and politicians like to have it so.
« THE HOLIDAYS.
Heretofore in my letters, when I have referred
to our ub=eryxances here of the holiday festivities,
ve been able to state.that there was a commendable improvement upon the olden
time
in
ghe absence of drunkenness.
I am sorry to

heep

swept by the torrent, and even

the

oldest

inhabitant admits that he has never seen such
a marked prevalence of this vice.

A SUICIDE.

.

On Sundsy morning last, our people, just about
the hour of going to church, were startled by the

information that Rev. J. N. Coombs,

D. D., pas-

tor of the West Presby erian church, had committed su‘cide.
Ig every aspect of the case it is
a most painful event.
Dr. Coombs was believ
ed to be, and not without good reason, a very
pious and good man.
He was highly esteemed,
not only by his own people #nd denomination, ”
but by the community at large. There are various and contradictory stories respecting his bc
inga victim to that singular malady known as

kleptomania.

Certain it is tha€ he did take a

book from one of the Daok-stores,

and that he

was detected in the theft; and that this =o preyed

upon his mind as to lead bim to the commission

it may be said, with the figures before us as

of the dreadful deed.

a solid basis, that the ‘laws
shops are almost as well
laws against

many

against dram

enforced

o:her

similar

as

the

crimes,

and whatever sales of liquor there may be
in seven-eighths of the State, are -carried
on very secretly and sparingly.
THE U. 8. SUPREME COURT IN' ARREARS.

ICING

The

THE

WEEK

clefgymen

of

OF

PRAYER.

different

denominatfons

have had a preliminary meeting to make are
rangements for the week of prayer which commences on the 4th inst,
It was proposed by one
of the clergymen present to -set apart one day
in which prayer shall be offered for temperance.
Another minister Plhosed the proposition.for he
sald if the sin of intemperance was named, all
other sins would have to be named, and it would

not

do to particularize

sins, especially

as in-

Advices from Washington state that the
Supreme Court is hopelessly behind-hand
with its business. .Seven hundred eases
are now awaiting. trial, and the number is

temperance was not a national sin. The good
Doctor said government did #ot compel men to
drink, and therefore drunkenness was not a
Jpational sin. The remarks of this minister have
caused considerable discussion and not a little
ridicule. This gentleman is a popular clergy

constantly increasing despite
exertions of the bench.
Some

him, and.inasmuch as he is generally

the utmost
measure to

relieve this pressure is therefore necessary,
and it is probable that an effort will be
‘made to obtain it during the present session:
.
4. LA \ Bussie Begum.
.
left the harbor, and arrived at Dover with- of Congress. One method proposed is to
The embagiassments of God’s people ard | out having suffered in the least from sea- add two judges to the bench, and another
only the festive’scaffolds on which his might, sickness, while his companions were in’ the to reduce the number of new cases through
his faithfulness, and his mercy celebrate usual condition. of prostrate misery. A a law denying the right of appeal to the
very heavy sea was running.
On his re- court in civil smts where the consideration
their triumph. ,
hn
turn from London gu the 30th of October is less than $5;000. It is said that the latter |
Reader; if you will be saved, you must there was a high sea and much wind. , He plan has the approval of the Chief Justice,
make an effort. You must come to Jesns, accordingly took the remaining portion of and that it will gradually reduce the busisave you ; for heywill not come to you
less you are willing.
:

that other

thirty per cent. smaller than in 1866,s0 that

and French essence of peppermint,
two drops.
He took half of the ‘draught as the vessel

ness so as to'leave

only about a year's

work ahead, a eondition

which

Ule to maintain perman ently.

i.
\

NAA
a
SA

of * choral, 3

grammes (45 grains) ; distilled water, 50
ammes ; gooseberry syrup, 60 grammes;

g

Finn

syrgp

ing, ever changing and ever Hangeier tache give his face a fine appearance. ‘himself iuto a quiet corner, aud {ook his
swarms of local school authorities under Every possible attention has been shown his syrap directly the vessel was in mocontinual pay, by the highest bidder, has Majesty. While the actual business of his tion, when, although his fellow-passenrun up to a ruinous pitch, None are more visit has not been made public, doubtless gers experienced the usual unpleasant conanxious to be rid of the system than the the impoverished condition of the Hawaiian sequences, he arrived at Folkestone without having suffered the least inconvenience.
great corruptionist houses themselves. The government lies nearest his kingly heart.

by reason of one or two parties who stood
ment—in the Methodist church. The first out of the proposed agreement. But no
Rod Hook
prayer meeting on the next doubt is entertained that the powerful housstormy evening (Tuesday) was held-in the ‘es will he able to unite in an understandFire Brick Works, with fome 2560 men and
ing; that will purify our school system of
boys. This, it should be remembered, is book-seller’s” agents, and will thereafter hy
in the absence of all sensational attrace united action (ina matter they understand
tions, ‘popular ‘speeches, singing, or the gb well) crush out any attenipt to re-introlike, a mere prayer meeting.
;
duce them,
x
~ ' A drunken soldier, from Fort Hamilton,
The schoolmaster is abroad—traveling
a most degraded sot, stumbled into the As- thistime in South America,
Many of our

sociation”

‘complection,

plan.

dren in the knowledge of the Scriptures,
There will be a great pressure of business
and ‘of the great truths of the gospel, it will at the re-assembling of Congress, Jan. ‘5,
be a prime requisite that the teachers shall especially in the House, where the tinauce,
be competent: but as the classes are of va- civil-rights and appropriation - bills will be
rious grades, and ure usvally arranged ac- pushed forward. vigorously.’ It is likely
cording to the d gree of their intelligence, that an atiempt will be made this session to
we can not expect equal qualitications in all obvidte any embarrassment which may arise’
.the instructors. Indeed, we are disposed in the next Congress from the power new
to regard the care of the little children as possessed by either branchto object to the redemanding a larger amount of tact and ac- ception of the electoral vote from any State.
curate information than any other depart- If nothing is done in this direction a little
‘ment of Sunday school“labor.
How much bad blood between - the republican Senate
little children owe to the excellent women and democratic House of the forty-fourth
and experienced men, who are active su- Congress, during the count of the electoral
perintendents of infant schools, they appre- vote in 1877, might result inserious consectate only when they have ceased to be’ quences.
“
:
Ns
THE COSPATRICK DISASTER.
scholars, and have taken their places in the
The emigrant ship Cospatrick, reported
number of active members of the church.

rd

But the cost of keeping

are firm, and promise to adhere

in the | to the new

500 persons.
© veritable lunatics, or what may be system which controls it.” If the central | propose to employ about
| CONGRESS AND WORK.
od sane idiots. Among (he very in- idea of its. design is the training of the chil-

-

evening, when the deep, unbroken sndw
beneath a pouring rain became a self-sus-

from

Ee

Teachers’ Qualifications.

The Morning Star,

,

** CHINESE CHEAP LABOR.”

and. that his

journals pub'ished in this country amazes
tants thereof,”
; curred in the instance of a convict who
one who has not had occasion to notice it
Thirteen tables, for the original states, died at Brest in 1778, and on whose body
I have not been at the pains to
Clubs of #iz oe more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW SUR- before.
were arranged in a circle, over which anecropsy was performed. The stomach
JORIBERS, ah Ritts he Star at $2.00 cach, strictly
count them, but they must number three or
,
there being no arrearage on the
part of
banners were hung representing the coat- was completely displaced, and occupied
1d subscribers.
.
8
: ing
four hundred. Of course their individual
we, Subscribe who will furnish jhe name of a
meansof support, maferial and mental, of-arms of each state. The states and terri- the left hypochondrium, the lumbar and
» Can
have the two copies of the paper at
$4.50, strictly in advance.
i
pap
must be generally slender. Mainly-an el- tories were under the protecting care of the iliac regions of the one side extending into It has been common to regard every one
Pastors are requested to act as agents for the Eswho is- willingto work in the Sunday
tablishment, in obtaining subscribers,’ collecting ar- eemosynary
sory of existence.
But the thirteen. Each table was presided over by the pelvis nearly as far as the foramen
rea
, remitting money, &c.; and when they do
sowe distinzuished
lady representative. The ovale; it contained fifty-two different ob
school, as not only welcome, but altogethNew
England edueational monthlies are
this
they are entitled to ten per cent. of the money
dresses of Lord Berkley’s time were worn jects, weighing altogether one pound ten er qualified to engagein active duties;
jhey receive, except on money sent for clubs; then
now about to be all consolidated in a weekit i8
proper that the subscribers should pay the comby the New Jersey ladies. New York's was ounces. Among them was a part of a hoop sometimes, we think, sorely to the detriment
mission, if any is-desired.
ly of the first class, twenty pages, quarto,
one of the mostgprominent tables of the of a barrel, nineteen inches long and one of the children. Sometimes persons who are
under the name of the New England EduNEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
evening, A large ship, five feet long and inch wide, M. Mignon has classified these not qualified to teach, may find congenial
cational Journal. Hon. Thomas W. Bick1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
four feet high, the hull made of straw trim163 cases into three categories: 1. Foreign workin the management of what may be
nell, of the Rhode Island Schoolmaster,.s
from the post-office—whether directed to his name or
med with smilax, and floating in a sea of bodies which passed through the whole ex- called the mechanism of the Sunday school ;
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
the
editor,
and
Chatfield,
of
New
Haven,
responsible for the payment.
ail
2. Ifa person orders his paper. discontinued, he ‘goes to Boston as.publisher.
This will be roses, the masts entwined with rare flowers tent of the digestive canal with scarcely as assistant librarians, as-ready helps to the
must py all arrearages, or the publisher may conthe first educational newspaper, and will and evergeens, was a most attractive feat- any injurious results. 2. Foreign bodies teachers or superintendent, - in various
tinue k jend it nae] a aout is, mage, and collect
ole amount, whether the paper is taken from
occupy therefore a partly new and vacant ure. Miss Risley Steward presided. Miss which have gassed through the whole ex- | emergencies; but we are persuaded that
the office or not.
Pap
Ellen Gillispie, a great great granddaugh- tent of the digestive track, with more or the standard ofathe teachers’ qualifications
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
field, and will be ealled for by the educanewspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
TF
of Benjamin Franklin, and Mrs. Eit- less serious results; but ultimate recovery. is altogether too low.
removine and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
tional interest out of New England, to a
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud.
inge,’
a granddaughter of Chief-Justice 3. Foreign bodies which have passed
large extent.
I suppose the aggregate circulation of the four consolidated monthlies Taney, were among the committee presid- through the whole digestive track, causing
Events of the Week.
:
:
:
serious disturbance and fatal results. 4.
may have been eight*or ten thousand, of ing.
Connecticut, with Kentucky and Colorado Cases in which the foreign body has not
which the Mass. Teacher had fully oneTHE OLD SPECTACLE.
half, much exceeding all other periodicals on either side, was very attractive, under been passed. 5. Cases in which operations
The
country
is confronted again by ihe
of iis class, exeept the American FEduca- the charge of Mrs. Gen. Paul and Miss Em- have been performed. It is remarkable that
old
spectacle
of
investigation and damagtional Monthly, of this city, published by ma Sedgwick. Miss Clara Louise Kellogg cases of death caused by the presence of
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 6, 1875.
ing
disclosures
in
Congress.
The agent
honored
her
state
by
her
charming
presence,
fogbign bodies in the digestive tubes are
J. W. Schermerhorn & Co.
The change
of base on the part of the New England The crowd about her table was so dense to far‘less numerous than might be expected. of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company
seems to have used a half million dollars,
monthlies, leaves the monthly or ‘ review” receive from her hand some memento, or a Out of the 163 cases, we only find ten
In His Place.
single flower, that hundreds did not obtain deaths from this cause.
field
open
for
fresh
enterprise
on
the
part
To these must be or thereabouts, last winter, in buying the
———
influence of Congressmen to the promotion
a
glimpse
of
Miss
Kellogg
or
have
an
opof
o
p
r
prosperous
New
York
magazine,
added
two
deaths
after
operation,
making
What though unmarked the happy workman toil
portunity
to
buy
a
relic
at
any
price.
Irwin, the
il
ul
circulation
(26,000) exceeds
altogether twelve, or seven three-tenths of the Company’s interests.
And break, unthanked of man, the stubborn
We can not name the attractions of each per cent. There appears, therefore, to be agent, refuses to point out the parties who
clod!
:
probably that of all the other educational
It is enough, for sacred is the soil;
monthlies of any note. It is the only pay- table, and can only say that they all were no great cause for the surgeon to be over received the money, but the Company’s
Dear are the hills ot God.
beautiful beyond descripfion.
books show quite too much for the good
ing one gertainly, in a double sense—payanxious in these cases, but to remember
The costumes of the ladies were in con- that unless there should be some complica- name of some parties. If the chief busi-Far better in its place the lowliest Hird
ing its contributors, and paying its publishShould sing aright to him the lowliest song,
er. The new situation is not to be neg- tinental style. Mrs. Sedgwick ‘wore an. tions in the general-health, or some special ness of our Congress must’ continue to be
Than thut a seraph strayed should take the word,
lected. I should be glad to name the new ancient costume, and a large medallion of indication, it. will be as well for him not to investigations of official integrity, ‘they
And sing his glory wrong,
v
editbrif he had not forbidden it—so I sup the son of Elder Brewster, who came over interfere, and above -all things not to per- might almost as well-go out of business.
:
2
—Jean Ingelow.
pose somebody else must do it instead. in the May Flower. Miss Green was attir- form gastronomy, save as a last resource.
THE NEW NATIONAL BANK CIRCULATION,
re Ore —
Suffice it to say that he is an experienced ed in a dress worn by Miss Beall at one of Of this last operation M. Mignon relates
The comptroller of the currency is daily
journalist, of liberal edueation and marked Washington's receptions and fully 180 years five cases—among them being those which shipping large amouats of the new nationNew York Correspondence.
ability ; as also are’ a number of contrib- old. It was of rich brocade, over a blue Mr. Neal, in 1856, and Mr. Bell, in 1859, al bank circulation in refurn for mutilated
satin, {a quilted petticoat and a lace over- thought themselves obliged to perform ; the
New YORK, Dee. 25, 1874.
. utors whom I happen to know.
notes that have been redeemed.
The
By the bye, the house of Schermerhorn dress. Miss Louise Meigs wore an apron one in orderto extract a bar of lead ten amounts shipped last wegk averaged about
THE ENGLISH GOUGH IN AMERICA.
inches long and weighing one pound;
& Co., is now to be added to the * trade,” of white brocade from a iragment of Martha
Shipments have been
“If you ever hear of a piace where or list .of school-book publishers hitherto “Washingten’s wedding dress. One dress the other to do the same with a bar of $800,000 daily.
The
Thomas Whitaker is going to speak, get and still the chief center of the school was worn in revolutionary times, and had a lead nearly twelve inches long and weigh- made each day to about 200 bauks.
total
amount
of
mutilated
currency
received
there if you can, and hear him.” Such was.
merchandise business, having a large man. waist about two inches in length. Grand ing more than nine ounces. In both these from the Treasurer since the passage of the
the advice generalized for me by a friend
ufacturing establishment.in Conneticut. music and palriotic speeches were inter cases the symptoms were very serious, act of June 20, is $41,066,805, nearly the
from his experience at lhe meeting in Dr.
Martha Wash- comprising violent pains in the stomach,
Some of the school-bgok sellers have also spersed most charmingly.
Cuyler’s church in Brooklyn, last Tuesday
ington
costumes
prevailed.
Of the eight twitchings along the vertebral column, sick- whole of which is already issued in new
national bank notes.
The national bank
evening. Dr. Cuyler’s exertions to correct engaged in school merchandise, which thousand people present on the first evening,
ness and general prostration. The foreign notes received Wednesday for redemption
equalizes matters.
:
public sentiment on the subject of offering
hundreds
went
away
without
being
able
to
bodies could not be felt through the abnorA change is going on in-the immense
wine, &c.,to New Year's guests, are well school-book business of the country, which buy more than their tickets, and on the fol- mal walls, but the surgeons decided upon amounted to $433,000.
known. This meeting was for the same opens the way for new publishers, and for lowing evening the tea-party was continued performing the operation, thinking, that the
FISK'S ESTATE BANKRUPT.
object, and Whilaker spoke.
My friend , good books as such, to come into: compe- by general request. Some eight thousand
It is found that the estate of the late
sufferers had no chance of relief by natural
said be never laughed so much in any other tition with the great monopolies which dollars will be addedto the Centennial fund, expulsion. The success of the operations James Fisk, which appraisers valved at one
forty minutes of his life. Not only this, have bitherto literally bought and sold a and this is ouly a beginning of a. series of
million dollars, is'unable to pay his debts
was fortunately complete.
[]
the sympathies and religious emotions were majorityof the schools of the United States. tea-parties to aid this enterprise.
Penusylby nearly two hundred thousand dollars.
rr
" touched with equal mastery.
After the luxurious style in which Fisk
I suppose that if the bribery and corsuption vania follows with a tea-party on the 22d
Sea-sickness.
yg
Thomas Whitaker is the Gough of Eng- that has beed carried on for the last twenty of December.
lived, ‘this condition of the estate might
land, He made the first total abstinence years throughout the United States in
Dr. Giraldes has published, in the last serve to point a large number of ‘morals if
KING KALAKAUA,
speech ever spoken in that hot much ab- school boards and committees,in state legis-’
To have a veritable king among us, hav- number of the Journal de Therapeutique,an None was disposed to enter into the matstaining country yclept the Merrie, and has latures and administrations,by the agents of ing arisen from a cannibalistic lineage,to be account of the means by which he avoided ter.
,
lectured
to the same (only increasing) ef- some of our leading school-book publishers, a humanized and’ almost modernized ruler, sea-sickness during two passages to EngTHE MAINE LIQUOR LAW. _
‘dect row. for forty years. He is in his could be dragged to light, it would shake seems strange indeed. But stranger than land and back. He was at Boulogne last
In view of the plans that are being laid
country on a tour of temperance observa- the mora) sense of a people inured to Credit all else, is the alleged parentage of this June en rout2 for London, when the weathto repeal the ‘ Maine Law” at the coming
tion, @hd also of labor. He has now gone Mobilier and ‘subsidy intrigues, and even king, .whose father was a Yankee from our er was so rough that many intending passession of the Legislature, the statements of
to Boston to labor and observe for a month, to the utmost demoralizing influence of all, old Bay state. It seems stranger than fiction sage hesitated lo-cross the channél. Dr. the several county attorneys to the adjuand is expected after (hat to give a month he hypocritical expRitation of the Bonesty that King Kalakaua is to visit the birth Giraldes was; informed by a colleague at tant general may be cited,” who report that
to New York.
2
dodge, for pure
ter purposes, by the place of his father in Barnstable, Mass. The Boulogne that American physicians used
he number of sentences te the State prison
Those who know what was the impassa- powerful news
r clique which ‘styles it- King has a commanding presence, and 1s a the syrup of chloral as a preventive of sea- and jails, cxclusive of commitments for
ble condition’ of these cities on Sunday self the independent piess.
large, weil built man, with copper colored sickness with successful results. - He there- liquor selling, ‘the past year or two,is nearly
<
———

SPECIAL

_

|"

1.

when he crosses the ‘channel,

_ The LoGdon Medical Record has the fol- two trials of chloral have convinced him of

WasmixaToN, D. C.,Dec. 24, 1874.

(a common soldier) stood up from that
hour a man and a Christian such as you or
I might be proud to be—I mean, proud ot
Him who made us such, Directly he re-

6, 1875.

°

it is desira-

man here and is much esteemed by all who know

his views

and actions upon

tions, the marvel

is how

he

most
can

correct

moral

be

so

in

ques.

obtuse

upon the question of the deep and damning sin
of intemperance, The conclusion among Chris.
tians here who are opposed to intemperance is,
that
be the rules what they
may in respect to

‘the subjects oLp rayer, still many

devout

and

earnest souls will pray for the downfall of the
vice of intemperance, one of the greatest hin

drances to the progress of true religion.
: CONGRESS.

. Notwithstanding
of both

Houses

the recess which
of

Congress

a majorit

voted for and

too

to themselves, yet many working mén remain
here hard at work in the committee rooms, and
some

branches

of the

public. bustiiess

will be

facilitated in consequence of these labors of the
few earnest men who chose to labor rather ‘than
to go home,
he weather is very fine,
which is a mercy to the poor.

No

winter yet,
PHAROS,

,

MORNING ST AR,

RA

= THI

Te

S. S. Department,

scends, by

the

expres-

le carrent
dan.” Jer. 49:19.
spring; near Jericho, is raised,

in the
and to

sion, * As a lion from the swelling of Jor-

,

3:14—-17.

Josnua

:

and

plains,

| spring freshets drown <these
drive out the beasts. Hence

JORDAN.

TIE

CROSSING

-

The

coveit of wild beasts.

jangle—the

JoLpeN Text : — When thou passest
through the waters I will be with thee;
. and through the rivers they shall not

swimming,

by

even

cross the river ‘then,

is a difficult feat. 1, Cbron. 12:15, It was
impossible, at this season, for the Israelites
overflow thee. Is. 43:2.
to convey their wives and ¢hildren, if they
, NOTES AND HINTS.
could their army and equipage, across the
The course of histQry, is not, by the les- Jordan. - Hence the Lord interposed to
sons, followed ‘out in every detail, The open a way for them.
last lesson left Joshua and Israel at Shittim,
THE THIRD EVENT.
a place situatedin the plain of the Jordan,
16. (1.) The Jordan, touched by the
and supposed to be about seven miles from priests, cutsyin two, one part Piling up the
the river. It derived its mame from the accumulated . waters, as if behind a dam;
From that
* trees ‘that abounded these.
the other part hastening or to the Dead
re
reconnoi
to
men
place Joshua sent two
a
Sea, leaving a dry channel behind it. (2.)
the country of the enemy, and to discover The arrested waters flowed back and back
anything that might help or hinder the suc- until their influence reached to Adam, a
The

hand.

at

undertaking

the

of

cess

wise servant of Ged, by use of natural
means, carried out the prophecies of his

«

.

the

make

to

pledged

had

God

success.

purely. human efforts of Joshua for conquering the land prosperous. . The account
of the two spies the lessons pass. On the
return of these men Joshua moved forward to the river, snd there encamped.

** by

instrgcted,

then

were

people

The

officers,” in respect to the order of march
across the river. Joshua, encouraged of
God, encourages the people by announc-

It was a striking display of God's power
and present activity that this scene unfolded. (3.) The people passed dry-shod “right
Though the ark was
against Jericho.”

stayed in the very middle of the bed of the

river, the people marched by it to the shore
ing the opening through the Jordap of of Canaan. The place of the passage is
a path to their feet. Thus the events with supposed to be Bethabara, a name that
which this lesson opens are reached. They means, house of the passage. (4.) The
‘may UR studied in the order in which they people hastened over the river, thinking as
took place.
ate of Pharaoh's host,as of
often of the
sea, With
THE FIRST EVENT.
their father's passage of the
14. Two distinct facts, in an

occurrence, with

of

der

inverse

or-

reason

for

the

them, are contained in this verse: (1.) the

people left their tents; (2.) the priests,
bearing the'ark of the covenant, went before the people; (3.) in order to cross over
the Jordan. (4.) The Israelites were instructed, when they saw the ark, to leave
their tents and to fall into line in the rear
of the ark. Their tents were probably not
portable. (5.) The ark was stationed three
. thousand feet, *“ by measure,” beyond the
frout rank of the host. Verse 4. (a) The
reasons of this order were

to

rever-

show

fear and

atthe

13oked

they

trembling

threatening floods, and chose to hasten to
the shore. Josh. 4 ig,
THE FOURTH EVENT.
17. This verse ‘relates to the ark and to
stood
The priests
those who bore” it.
firm on dry ground in the midst of Jordan.”
show

They stood there to

the

that

ence for the sacre¢ symbol of God’s presence. The pillar of cloud and of fire had

river

from every evil, the

and are

is a spirit;

God

found

in

con-

their tem-

sacred books of: the
give what seemed to
minute description of

wholly

was

this sacred chest

of gold, and

it is thought a good

other end, facing
tained the two
given Moses in
mandments God

The ark coneach other.
tables of commandments
Those comtlie mount.
regarded as pledges of his

bléssings, or as ten conditions, on the observance of which "by the people, God
Hence
agreed to bless and save them.
they are not called iron rules, nor threatenings, nor awfu! exactions, but, as seen
higher plane,

a

“From

covenants

God.

of

Every law of God is his covenant to prosper, to bless, to own,'o satisfy the obedient. The sacredness of the ark arose both
from its contents and its merey-seat, where

God revealed his presence. It represented
to the eve the presence and the promise of

God. (4) Remember
the Israelites moved,

of blue,

purple

how the ark, when
was borne.

The

veil

and scarlet that separated

the holy of holies

from thé outer court was

spread oveg the ark, a covering of badgers’
skins was placed on the veil, and above the
weil

a

blue

guilty

of the
saddles,

certain.

The .value

one party to

{hat

which

is to come.

is, and

compared to death, and Canaan to: heaven.

By using this figure, our lesson teaches
how safely the Christian cafi~go through the
river of death, for his High Priest has gone
before him to open the way, and now waits

in it to sustain and greet with welcome
love his beloved in their last.hour.
Golden Text he makes true to them.
thQseywho
children of the covenant,

cloth was laid, so that the ark

this ark, covered with its blue
stationed now a little over one-half
in advance of the host, surrounded
Levitical priests, its custodians. The
beheld it with mingled curiosity and

awe.

and
The
The
trust

wholly in him, conquer death and enter the

rest that he has promised {o men.

Communications.
|

Visits of the Departed.
TL

THE SECOND EVENT.
‘15. This verse contains a single event:
the priests took up the ark and bore it to
the brink of the river, so that the priests
dipped their feet in the water. Joshua had

—

To-night the home of every true Hindu in
Orissa is illaminated by lights hung out to
guigle the spirits of departed ancestors to
the place and home of their earthly dwellIt is supposed ‘that the departed
ing.
given orders for this to be done, and had parents come near én this oceasion to'linforetold the result that would instantly en- ger for a season about the dwelling of their

The welting of "the soles of the
sue.
© priests’ feet (the Levitical priests) may
have signified the touch of the river by
the ark, and

symbol.

so by bim of whom it was a

The verse states a fact concern-

ing the river: ‘that in the

.. flows its banks.

harvest

it over-

By barvest is meant the

barley harvest which began in the middle

of April.

The heat at (his lime was suffi-

‘cient to melt the snows of” ‘Herm&i. >t
was also at the close of the rainy season.
“The rise of the waters stil occurs at this
of the year. ** For Jordan over- |

floweth all’ his’ banks, all the time of the

barvest.” Good commentators think the
passage ought to be rendered, *“ For Jordan is full up to all his banks,” or * brim

fal,” instead of “‘overfloweth«i his banks.”
' But others think, in view of chapter 4:18,
and

of Isaiah §:17, that the present read-

ing is correct.
is

The Jordan
about Jericho

ordinarily forty or fifty yards in width,

-

children.

These annual visits from the departed
while
ones dre hailed with great joy,
sweetmeats and flowers are lavished in

great quantities upon the goddess who is
supposed to preside on this occasion.

The

sweetmeate, of course, go into the hungry
maw of the brahmins, while the flowers are

swept out ofthe back door of the temple.
This ceremony,

howeyer,

is but

portion of the demonstrations
this occasion. While we’ write,
of Balasore, which usually are
to require the use of a lantern

of
the
so
for

80

sisted, - saying,

‘‘Sometime,

but

clothe

natives

they

used

to

do,

harnesses,

loom, furniture, carts,
bridles,

books, and maps,

birds

and higher

and al-

horse,

of,

and

also

one

that

makes

the

the chief of sin-

unto all
ministry and missions, save, and bring
back 16 us more money than they ail cost,

by at least ar. hundredfold.”

No

:

Time
BY
—l

Save

him

no

Will you
to

wait

emphasis to the lesson of the hour. There
is no inconsistency
between scholarship
and piety. True, the scholar is apt to say,
“I cau not range through the wide fields
of science, and discipline my miad with
care and assiduity, and still
eminently
spiritual,” But is it so? Let the scholar
place before his mind an exalted purpose,
and let that purpose be eminent hetiness of
heart and purity of life. - With an eye single to the divine glory, let him pursue ‘his

reuntil

some time in ‘the future—when all your
future may be in Eternity? I entreut you,
do 'not,—dare

not,—seek

to

quench

the

strivings of the Holy Spirit. Do not look
forward to one mere New Year’s ball, one

studies, and his scholarship will never hinder his communion with God:
There *
always a reflex influence betwee= the
thoughts of the mind aud the affections of
the heart. Robert Peel, the eXler, resoly-

more night of earthly pleasure—away from
God—lest, with you too, the hour of safety
should pass by, to return no more forever.
Ob, rather listen to the Divine call.
Open the door of your heart to

receive

We

as she entered her room, after a long and
serious conversation with her pastor. ‘Yes,
by and by 1 will seek to become a Christian, but not now,” Belle had said to him,
as, with tears coursing down his wrinkled
cheeks, Mr. Brewster had urged her to

come

ed to make his son

faith and trust shall be thine on earth, and
thine shall Le the perfcet joy of heaven
The n say to-night,

ship diminish the

into the sacred fold of Christ.
Mr.
her earliest remembrance,
From
Belle
Brewster had been their pasior.
whose deep
revered him as an old man,

a small

joy on
streets
dark as
safety,

are now as brilliant as the avenues of New
York or Chicago. Rockets are ascending

No more my feet shall roam;
For Christ is now my life , my all,
And Christ will lead me home.

aim?

Christ's kingdom, and it will push the mind

means of spirituality. ~ Piety

and scholar-

ship are not only not imcompatible but
they are absolutely necessary to the grand- :
est” development of each other, as much
as Sir Robert Peel's studies were to his
Prof. F. W.
parliamentary greatness.

and citizens, assembled to express their sympathy for the loss of two that were dearly beloved by all. The church was draped in a
neat and fnpressive manner for the occasion. The exercises were-under the direction
of the Amphictyon Society, of which Prof.
Dunn was a member, all of the other Literary Societies taking an active part.

Dunn

was a scholar, but he

Christian.

was

no less a

We think better of religion

be-

cause of hix schglarship, and better of his
scholarship becghse of his religion.
The exercises

of the evening

were

credi-

to those thul\tobk part in them, an
table
honorable tribute Xf love and respect to
the departed.
A HC.

music,

appropriate
essays and
addresses. An
prayer was offered by Rev. A. A. Smith,
pastorof the church. The opening : address was by Mr. C. W. Praut, President

Influence.
EE

—

*.

my room one dar’ evening, for
of the Amphictyon Society, brief and ex- | theEntering
the
to
consecration
purpose
of procuring an article which
entire
and
‘spirituality,
pressive. Miss Olive Bently, of the Gerwork ordained of heaven had lifted Lim mania Society, read an essay, “In the I had left behind, I groped my way around,
vainly trying to find it, until a light from
almost to the. pearly gates; even fo a
listened ‘to. with
Vestibule,” which
was
other
the
from
across the way threw its beams directly nplights
the
where
region
deep interest. Miss N. W. Philiips, of the on the article I was in pursuit of, I snatchshore were already. veflected in the trustLadies’ Literary Union, gave an address to ed it up and hastily left the room. As]
ful, heavenly expression of his countethe Amphictyons, which was an “honor to crossed the threshold, the thought flashed
pance,and, on this morning when he had
the Society that she represented, antto the upon my mind,—Can not influence be comtalked to ber so earnestly of fhe danger of
occasion. Pir. O. C. Whitney, of the The- pared with that light? Perhaps when we
blessedness
the
a life without Christ, and
ological Society, read a poem, and Prof. think our influence is small, it will shind
of true faith and entire obedience, Belle
J. W. Parsons, of the AmphictyenSociety,
across the way and be of gweat help to
had longed for this joy, this restful trust, sa gave a biographical sketch as follows:
last ofan innumerable series of changes,
some one in need.
.
ced.
experien
ever
angthing she had
& Words can but poorly portray the sad- J
and the first of still another like series for unlike
we should’ be
“it
careful
how
Nerself,
so,
is
to
this
1f
said
had
¥
she
“And yet,”
ness of our hearts to-night as we realiz
all that he knows of the untried future?
If «.
‘exert.
New Year's that
we
influence
of
kind
the
to
as
and
circle
not, it can notbe now.
our
may
entered
again
has
‘death
Well may the line,
glass
bal
a
takes
that
and
{eemed
brother
bar
goto
the
to
must
steps
1
person
| claimedas his victim our
will soon be here. .
ayupon
“ Man never is, but always to be blest,”
of strong drink, does he: reflect
with Mr. Upham, as I promised. "Then it and affectionate friend, Prof. Francis W
He was born in Wayne,
consequences of that act?
be applied to this horrid picture of spirit may be I will be a Christian;” and hardly land Dunn.
possible
the
Jan. 28; 1843. At the age of five years he
life. Yet this is what Hinduism has for knowing what words she.used, she sought stood by the bedside of a dying mother, and When I hear a father utter an oath in the
presence of his child, and hear the child try
its votaries.. A wild, uncertain wandering, her goa.
o
as her last gift received a copy of the Bibl
To-night,
seeking rest yet finding nome.
It was not pleasant {0 her to watch the with the request for him to read it with to repeat it, I think I can tell to some exthe spirits of the departed who have per- reflfction of her own face when in that prayer. Through the Sabbath school and tent what his influence will be upon that
other religious privileges he received im?
haps not yet entered npon another "embod - mood, and Belle drew aside the heavy lace
child.
pressions that bad much to do in forming
How is our influence in the Christian.
ied state are believed to come near, and the curtain and looked out on the tall trees, his character aud habits of life. At an
he commenced studying the class- life? Is it just as it shonld be ?
demonstrations we have witnessed gan only loaded with the crystal gems of frost, and early a
ich. Central College, and enfered
When see a pbor-child go to church
be intelligently interpreted by calling it the sparkling in the sanlight. She admjred tbe ics in
collegiate course of s
n
a regular
upo
welcome of faith,
r
clad, and see, many who are considplainly
been
had
thought
but
scene,
beauties of the
the opening of Hilisdale College in 1853, ered good people turn away from him and
at
What would we not give to change this aroused and would not be silent.
It al- and graduate
with honors in 1861, at the
doubtful faith for a true one by putting in
kind word, as T have seen it
most seemed to her that a voice in the early age of nineteen years. He was a char- not speak a
place of these departed spirits, the ever trees was saying, “You have no time, but ter member of the Amphictyon Society and done repeatedly, it scems to me that that
was ever true to its interests, and was hon- person's influence is not going in the right
present Holy Spirit ? "May He who is the now! No time—no time but now.”
ored as President in 1859. Immediately Bite direction. Is that ¢s Christ would do if
true light of the world hasten his. appearbands
her
clasped
In silent sorrow Belle
er he graduated his patriotic heart respo 0 ing.
A.J. M.
be did do when here?
and turned away.
ed to the call of his country, and he enlisted here ? or as
wh
‘Com.
Nov. 9, 1874.
ye this day whom ye will as a private soldier, and honorably worked
“Choose
AY
Regimental
of
position
the
to
up
way
his
yes
“Yes,
serve,” rang through ber ears.
Rev. Zebina Young. »
she Commissary, which position he held until
. Missions.
— not now!”
—some day, but ob,
the close of the war,
————
Year.
:
—
“(3ivé me this one New
murmured.
A single incident of his life in the army.
vecaatly of Hitley,
Young,
1
‘then
Till
Zebioa
'Eld.
This
one
more
ball
with
bim.
:
:
DOES IT PAY?
When his only brother was dying in the
in Franconia;
Jesus
in
asleep
fell
,
hospital,
for
long
nights
and
weary
days
can
not,
will
not
yield.”
Canada
Most people look upon missions as Pr
congestion of
of
he
watched
by
the
sick
bed
until
death
came,
Long and fierce was Belle's conflict, and
Pec. 24, after a brief illness
great financial burden with no returos as
then
with
his
own
bands
he
prepared
the
duration,
week's
a
#ucceed
she
than
did
eve
less
of
lungs,
to an increase of worth. But our mission mot until New Year's
body
for burial, and piacingit in a soldier's the
was
work
His
pleaddays.
tender
9
the
nd
silence
s
to
yearsa
attempt
79
her
in
aged
coffin, started with it tor the front. The
work’ among the heathen, in its reflex inhis manile
wrap
to
thought
only
*“Now,”
had
Spirit.
he
Holy
the
and
preof
the
ings
done,
carried
he
up
mistorn
than
being
wealth
railroad
Tuences, is creating more
I shall not be cious burden on his shoulders
for three
about him and lie down to rest, He' bad
sions have cost. The ,edncation and con- she, ‘I have triumphed.
fourihs
of
a
mile,
so
determined
was
he
to
at
more
apy
feelings
such
with
troubled
buried all his family save one daughier, to
version of the heathen are bearing them up
friends in the
deposit it among Moved
tobe
shalt
I
happy
very
How
present.
whom he came a little more than a year
which
life,
of
“toa higher and Bgtter manner
North.
der of lif
seemed
sigh
Belles long, deep
ar he spent some time in ago, there to finish the remain
“Alter the
creates a demand for better houses, more night,” and
well ipl
though
brief,
but
was
g
hardly
in
harmony
with
her
thoughts.
waitin
and
par
be
and
Palestine,
Some
His
traveling in
and better clothing, furniture, food
so adto
of
called
one
sprightly, unusually so, for
Many times during that ‘evening it was little time after his return hewas
In their Chrisimplements of husbandry.
FreChristian
thie
of
editor
was
office
the
He
be
s,
sicknes
brief
tianizad state they become agriculiuralists, remarked that not one in the ball-room man, and thes to the position of Editor, vanced age, till this
uly
ion
accas
ile,
as
meanwh
[fair
ly
e,
wondrous
so
inaeiiv
not
for which he was eminently qualified.
manufacturers, and soon engage in com: was so beautjful,
desk
the
filed
He
.
supply
on
ing
Belle
Sanborn.
preach
Disease
had
Blreny
seized
upon
him,
hd
:
j
merce.
Ge
Toward morning the fair one became and for his health he visited Utah, Califor- in F. all day, Oct. 18.
Asa consequence there come demands
J. ERSKINE.
pale, restless, sad,
Mr. Upham, ever nia, and other portions of the country, but
or orders to us for plows, hoes; axes, wag~~ —
He
was
elected
|
I
with
little
or
no
benefit.
Lous, carts, harnesses, and grains as food, thoughtful and attentive was at her side.
Professor in Hillsdale College in 1871, and
"Right and wrong, honor and duty, coun;
“What is it, Miss Sanborn?" he said
and cloth for ¢ lothing.. And thus the money
the esteem the faculty and students had for
do
we
benevolence toward men, and respon-.
can
try,
what
me,
Tell
?
which
“Are you-sick
‘him the evidences of tosnight are a suffithey pay us for these new demands,
From
this . time his sibility towaed the unseen power by which
cient testimonial.
7
:
our missions make, amounts to more than for you
health
gradually
failed
until
death
removed human actions ave guided and controlled—
“Take me home;” was the low reply.
missions have cost us! Some may doubt
him from this world of suffering.
hand.
at
“I
ean
not,
oh,
|
can
not
live
with
all
this
these ave not idle phrases. They are real:
proof
this fact, but we have the
__Attheage of fifieen, kneeling by the bedwork,
weight
of
misergy
drawing
my
heart
down,
Warren's
which correspond with the deepest
Dr.
Yues
from
his
quote
I
side of a dying sister he consecrated
“These for ‘Those; or, What we Get for down, forever down ! Now! Now! —No— life to God, and from that time to the day | wants and feelingsof our nature; and no
time—but now. Tell them— Now! Yes — of his death he was a Christian in every man will feel himself utterly cast down
what we Give.”
of life. For the last four. years who can sayin bis heart what the wisest
|. Tn speaking of our commerce among the just now! [ waited—and now!” and with condition
been waiting the approach of
only
has
he
Islands of the Paciflo Ozean, Dr. War- these murmured exclamations the lovely death, calm and peaceful until on the morn- and best of the human race have proelaimren says:— Formerly when ships were young woman fainted.
ing of Dec. 18, 1874, he died the Christian's ed in the whole tenor of their lives,

wrecked * upon these islands the * natives
stole and robbed everything. that could
be obtained; and then killed and "#te.up

Friends gathered around.
The fair
head, with its wealth of light golden curls

rested on her lover's shoulder a8 he tender-

he

;

eath,

5

Miss E. Fowler, of the Beethoven - Sogiety, read a memorial sketch on the death

magnesium lights {he ship's crew! But now, as a result ly lifted the apparently lifeless. form, and | of Mrs. O. Chase, teacher in vocal music
that almost ri%al the dazzling brightness of of missions, with a hundred thousand con- bore her from the ball-room. What won- in the college. It was as follows: .
a tropical sun dispel the darkness
far and verts, it is as safe.lo go to, or to be der that Mr. Upham should think God
When thode are taken whose life's work is
near. Mingled with this is the constant wrecked on, these islands as’ it is. on the ‘never created a being more beautiful ? ‘| but just be gun, it is like plucking the beau— even
amid .those titul flowers which give promise.€ of abunrattle and roar of all manner of explosives, coast of Maine. When ships are wrecked What wonder that
in force’ froth the common

ruling

{o its most vehement
gnd successful efforts
to study; it will make intense study a

in every direction, snd

varying

force of his

No! with reciprocal and powerful action
they strengthened each other; the scholarship helping the aim, amd the aim the
scholarship. Just so of religious consecration. Let your ruling
aim be lo promote
the glory of God and the advancement of

I will accept this blessed call,—

consisted of prayer,

years the boy
table and .

deliver extracts from the speeches of celebrated orators. He soon became inspired
with the awgbition to excel in eloquence.
Ihe schools he pursued a course of intense, unwearied study. Did his scholar-

shall arise” and shine upon thee, even with
“healing in bis wings? Then the joy of

exercises

¢ parlinmentary

a

debater. At the age of eight
was encouraged to stand on

the

heavenly guest. Then indeed shalt thon
be blest, and ‘‘the Sun of Righteousness

The

her brow, and
presence, but her

President Durgin said :
;
ords of mine are needed :to add

Monday evening, Dee. 21, the church in
Hillsdale,Mich., was filled with the students

It was a beautiful, though tear-stained
:
face which Belle Sanborn saw in her mirror

and

ing.

? Can yon ask

with patience, her

bling of the
at hereafter, but willingly,
for the Father's. hand was beckoning, just
holding the door of heaven ajar, 50'as to
casta last fond look on the dear ones as
:
the golden cord was loosed.

—

Now.

forces,

ject him

borne

voice is silent only to us, for a golden harp
was hanging on. the tree of life for her,
She passed away not with fear and trem-

Prof. F. WW. Dunn.—Mrs. Chase.

MARILLA.

turn from all opposing

is waiting and en

was

death was already Rpon
so to-night we meurn her

time

have

which

partial recovery gave us hope that’ she
would be with us again, but God's seal of

oh,—nol

in the future ; never thinking, we
time save now.

Ww.

H.

Saccarappa, Me.

ing,

self

cept Christ now, but td’ wait for some

ue

50,

of

is often

Jordan

[rom Christ,

W

J,

Christian has the blessing of new and better promises. The gospel. is a covenant,
armed with which any believer may safely
pass all the swollen floods in his path to
heaven; the death of Jesus seals a covenant of salvation to the believers. Those
who yield to the teachings of Jesus have
the promise of the life that row

that she should die away

t,

her recovery. She had bat little hope of
it, and always bad a presentiment of an
early death, After long and severe suffer

exiled from the fold.
vo
Agaiz and again the call of the Good
Shepherd had reached her, and still she re-

most everything else that we make !"”

ners. As sin degrades, so virtue elevates,
and a good man’s soul, because of his good

‘The
a covenant with God, are here seen.
ark of the covenant” secured - the miracle.
We. have opportunity to become sheltered
The ten comunder a divine covenant.
are ten eovenants, but the
mandments

itself was wholly invisible. The Kohathjtes had it in their charge. Num. 4:5, 6, 15.
Pieture
screen,
a milé
by the
people

and

of a covenant,

* The
than

better

vice.

tinued pleadings of the Holy Spifit had
been rejected, silenced for the present, and

thus creating a demand for all our products

brahmin® will not be

beef eating Englishman

of being

and

seems reasonable

and

old heart-disease,

that she should thus turn from every . warning; that even the loving and long-con-

but,

are demanded,

alone

plows

say the missionaries,

down upon them, for all the power of God deeds, and especially for faithful study of
Hence the the sacred books, is said to rise to life,
was active for their safety.
disappeared, and this ark was its substitute. T priests, with the ark of God on their shoulhigher in the series of the endless chain of
Besides they would thus see that instead ders, stood firm on the bed of the river,
through which he must pass ere he
beings,
The
of protecting it, it pretected them.
not fearing the awful wave that seemed becomes a‘'god. Should the spirit continue
with
n
chief reason is found in connectio
eager to overwhelm them. The people, as to rise in the scale till he becomes a god,
the order, namely, that they might see the they hastened hy, must have felt that their
still there is danger of falling even from the
miracle which, as it were, by an inflence God was omnipotent, and that under his
summit of all elevation possible to (he miNotice
(b)
from the ark, was to be done.
protection they were safe.
grating soul. What a discouraging picture
s
mysteriou
with
how the ark is invested
The direct lessons of this subject, and is this to the immortal soul ! Doomed from
' sacredness by the name given to it here: those which the subject indirectly suggests,
inherent nature to live forever;. yet uever
«t the ark of the covenant of the Lord” (er are valuable and cheering. The question
enemy to man’s
The common
victorious.
Consider
(¢)
God.”
your
the Jehovah)*
modern times, Will God interpose for happiness lies but half concealed in the
of
what the atk was, and what it contained, his people ? is here answered.
God always
ever. liveth to crush
that it should be so sacred. It was a chest | has worked, God always will work, in nat- hightest heavens. It
step of an endevery
at
spirit
the unwary
three feet nine inches long, two feet threg ure and with naturé, and by a control of
to comfort. the
there
is
What:
way.
less
inches wide, and deep, overlaid with gold, nature, for his people.
Admitting the ex- soul in view of another world when, if he
and borne by staves passing through four 4stence of God (and who can deny it ?), his
but reflect for a moment, he sees his own
The lid of
golden rings mn the corners.
providence for the protection of his people present and miserable state is already the
constituted the mercy-seat. Two cherubim
spread their wings out over the mercy-seat,
one chegub at one end, the other at the

not

‘themselves

or elephant may have for its animating
spirit what was once the soul of some fair
:
damsel. ~
Thus arises a superstition against destroying the life of any animal,an act which

flow

not

could

that

brahmin, every jackal, kite, vulture,

them

defend

and

gnide

affirm

But

orders of life may constitute the employToa
ihient of the soul through eternity.

all the earth,} with them, had the pledge
would

to

with the bodies of beasts,

the Lord which divided was also powerful
to hold back the waters. While these men
had the covenant of the Lord, ‘‘the Lord of

that God

too long dancivg, had brought on a renewed attackof her

But I will bring this ‘paper to a close by
more quotation, from Dr. Warren's
one
From
the state of the soul after death.
Kle says:—** But the openings in Afribook.
that description one is impressed with the
be compared with the whole
fact that they were more favored than a ca are hardly to
China, Japan, India, Burworld;
late writer who saw the *‘ gates” only mission
Turkey, Sandwich Islands, and other
mah,
“ ajar.” Before the writers of the * vedas”
vast islands now upon the highway of our
the gates were open wide.
nation westward. I argue that the aggre. The Hindus have very aptly connected
of business thus brought to our marwith the doctrine of the eternity of the gate
this world-wide work of missions,
by
kets
soul (a doctrine justly inferred [rom their
in with the amounts saved by the
teachings), the widea of transmigrations; counted
safely of our commerce on the
increased
thus they conceive the soul to be passing
seas,amounts to more than ull we have
high
through successive states, sometimes rising
paid for our missions. Well may we
and again falling in the scale of being. An
say, with Paul, ‘ Godliness is profitable
infinite number of unions and separations
things. Our Sabbatli-worship, the

of

ark

“Some
possibly,

Reader, Jesus comes to the door of your
heart, asking admittance. Many times has
he called. Long has he waited. Still he

that the waters flowed back.

of Zaretan,

plow,

and

harness

the

ast spring her health failed, she returied to her old home in New England, where
everything that was possible was done for

said.

excitement; — or,

physician

the

They believe the soul is a spirit;

though they worship himas somehow

Kurn Sartabeh, a hill on the Jordan fifteen
or more miles away from Jericho. It was
then *¢ very far,” if this is the true location

to.

DRIER
death followed.”
True, it was not strfinge that she should
die; but how. sad—how unspeakably sad

strange,”

strong mental

now.”
|, Fatal words! Alas, how many a soul has
been eternally lost by deciding not to ac-

nected with the idols
ples.
~The authors of the
Hindus did not fail to
their human fancy, a

at the modern

them

locates

broken

so

instilled into others the. desire for a like
accomplishment. Her great aim was to excel in rendering sacred music, her skillful
execution of which need not be told to
those who have so often in this plage listened ‘tg tlie ‘melting pathos.of Ler sweet

all

at

nothing

strange,

“Nothing

wade to do the work
This annual that the ox is
from her million of homes.
to have to do.) And
used
argament that that the women
festival is a couclusive:
‘The ‘American
Wilder,
Mr.
says
mow
Hindus have no sympathy with the doctfine
mofe money
brought
year,
last
sold
plows
m,
sleep of thejdead, [orfirof no-soul-ite-is
missions.’
Zulu
the'
sustain
to
rationalism called anciently Sadduceeism, than it costs

not slow

Adam and Zaretan are not certainly known,
but Robinson

to-night,

Such.is the picture of Orissa,

sites of

The

place by the side of Zaretan.

of earth and friends Heaven, should arise from lips all unused of her whose farewellNovember
day, andin
was taken that sad
too
offered
Was
prayer
the
But
?
prayer
whose ‘'metory these words are spoken,
Many ship owners have confessed their in- to
Death — cold, stern, unselenting, Five years ago she came here as a teacher
debtedness to missions, Missionaries,and na- late.
in yocal music, and by her beautified art
had clajmed hif victim.
death
and
‘cruel
ty
proper
their
ing
protect
s,in
tive convert

the lives of their ship's crew. It is now computed that the property thus saved amounts
All this makes -an interesting scene for
than all missions have cost in
As we look out upon this to more
the observer.
. - And this ist all: The,
islands
these
scane from the upper story of our dwelling
vessels, among these islands,
of
ce
insuran
is
g
whence a fine view of what. is passin
half as much as it was
about
is now only
gained, we are compelled to confess that
dangers! Rev. Mp,
heathen
of
times
in
there is something, grand in this display,
Wright, says, ‘When we went to Zulu,
compared with the usual dull and inactive
the rudest imple
: Africa, we found only
appearanve of the country.
clumsy hoe was
very
a
;
g
farmin
of
ments
Look what way you may, from the litle
break up the ground, and for ditehclump of houses that stand-alone jon the used to
knew:
their ing. Oxen were plenty, but nobody
plain, to the towns miles away;
what
and
plow;
toa
ox
the
haruess
to
lights shine out simply,or reflect the bright- how
harness,yoke nor
neither
had
they
worse
was
ness of the many, upon the darkness enthere are hundreds of Amerishrouding them, while now and then comes plow. Now
can” plows; and thousands of oxen are
ka
the faint echo of the distant gum.

terraces form, as it

These

——

a

ing the lives and the property thus exposed.

.

bals.

were, SO many bavks of the stream. The
margin of the river is oyergrown with «

HOWE,

Papers.)

see Lesson

Questions

(For

o

>
#
PROF.J. A.

BY

NOTES

AND

the

terraces;lo

three

or

two

water's edge.

Sabbath School Lesson.—Jan. 10.
QUESTIONS

cracker to the sock of field artillery. The
temples are filled with worshipers, shouting
a the tep of their voices while playing accompaniments on the gong, drum and eym-

put when swelled by the spring-floods inereases (o twice this width. The river flows
at the bottom of a deep valley which de-

18765.

fire-

there, the'matives

exert themselves in sav

seenes— a fervent petition for the helpof -dant fruit.
4

Such was

{

LEC

the premature death

There Is an inner companionshipof the
Lord Jesus Christ. There is a presence in

our need of One, whose love passes huma?love. There is a fulfilment of the prom:
any wan Hear my voice, and open
of jse, ** Tf
\

the dogr, T will come unto him,
sup with him, and he with me.”

I
A
2X

and. will
:

learned,

We think no ear could hear us if weériedy

’

sought

ap-

our

So

trious

the

eleciion

and

State

greatest usefulvess,

of Independence,

by

And we want
im.”
Whitefield’s success in

ioterest

and

of

order

and

prideiple

in that

government.

But

had

soul once, but I have no soul

it was

Hel»

The

It is not without good

fore, that the Presbyterians

reason, there-

of Philadelphia

rame and perpetuate his influence in living
souls.
$i

their presence in her capitols.
| We need not’say that we anticipate nothing but generous devotion to the public

and gave himself for me.” Upon its permanence and vitality hinges all spiritgality
of mind, all growing up into a more perripeness [or

he

discover

for

in the Word of

who

feincianiy

and

them

professional

“Very true, but you make your wall

rifice much in leaving his

those

which will, indeed, be opened to him by
the enlightening Spirit. Experience comes
to his help, and the successive proofs of the
power of faith only demonstrate its char-

acter, and encourage him on to further

The

;

There are Christians whose religious life

is thus made one of a deepening love, an
.increasing power over sin, and u growing
conformity to Christ., We all know them.
They are not so numerous as they might
-and oughtto be, but they are a standing
rebuke to the notion that such a life” is out

seem

Gentieness

friendly, talking

not #0 with all, - They are out in the world,
like other men, immersed ip business, burdened with cares, and surrounded with perplexities ; or they ma

be wives and

the

services

chair for

mind; or” they may Le walking in paths of
suffering and trouble. They have learned
to carry all things to the Lord Jesus. They
have temptations, sore conflicts, and griev-

live lives of

prayer, of studying the holy Scriptures,
and of faith in Jesus Christ. They - put on

They make a

and wear the Lord's armor,

of

a seat

with

ly,

them lovin

as a

Is it not: shame

or

10 have lost not only all power of faith, but

all kvowledge of how to exercise faith
How, many complain of their apparent iny in this respect! AAnd with” not a
few this bas come to be considered the
Christian 1
a ropes and Rommal slate, forof ittheis'not in act is wrong—all w
cordance with the order of Christ. There
which

provides

for

such

Testament

a state. On the,

bo 3

\

t\

wy

are always,

there

never was

mider

man, in

words, and

demeanor,

famliar

especially towards poor, sorrowful and tormented conkgiences P Hence the prophet
opdys, saying: ** Q Lord, grant
:
e.not afraid of Thee.”
w

live? Our teachers so assure us,
‘do they who have passed this way
us, And yetto many this )iving by
as one of thelost arts. They seem

; 18 not a passage in the New

that we

whereas

in heaven or earth a more loving,

Now, is it not possible for all Christians

i

Never,

presince the world began, was a more
cious, sweet and amiable conversation.
afraid of Christ,

my
I expect more” goodness from Kate, from

wife,

from

Philip

Melancthon,

all

to do

and

other friends, than from my sweet and blessed Saviour, Jesus Christ; aud yet I know

other
{or certain that neither she, nor any
lor me
suffer
can
or
will
earth,
on
erson

»

-

0.

236 Superior St., Cleveland,
}

tly

Life of Livingstone,

varied wealth and

of a most

curiosities

and

achievements

marvelous

the

unfolds

thrilling experiences of a veritable Hero,

as also the

wonderful
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features,
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The Board of CIrpOTatoTs, at its late meeting,
went as far in the. liberality of its offers to the
patrons of our publications as it could go in wisdom or safety. And we have reason to believe
sane spirit of
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edy

modern Science-has been able to pro-

duce from the vegetable world, two of
the most powerful being extracted from
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which,being combined with other vegstill lower figure, as we have them on hand, and
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in form, can
easily carried
in the
ket, and
is well adapted to use in social
h

er single book, when bound in clotif, 40 cents;

0z.,

$3.84, Price per single book, when bound

thick pasteboard covers, 30 cents;
Postage (extra) on a single copy, 4
ots.

Address,

per doz.
+3 on a

in.

$38
doz.

:

I. D. STEWART
DOVER, §.H.
[43

TREATISE:
The New Treatise;
just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had
on applicatipn, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for singleof one,
4 cents each for two or more copies.
ar
ers are solicited.
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whetherit shall be’'a power
growing

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
Eq

gE

aa All communications
designed for publica.
tion should be addressed to the Editor, and all
letters on business, remittancesof money, &c.,

should b# addressed to the ‘Publisher.

X

Boston

LT

* mediate attention will reach him with
greater promptness if thus directed.

As a

removal of the mechanical and business departments can not be well and fully effected
at once, these are expected to remain in
Dover througl¥the winter,and be transferred
to Boston in the early spring. The. Agent
and the assistant editor will therefore retain their old positions for the present, and
business will be transacted there as heres

tofore,— or, when desirable, it will be attended to dt the office in Boston.
items of church news,

the

The orpaper, as

reports of Qiarterly

Meetings, &c., &c., may

be sent to Dover

as heretofore, or to Boston if the writers so
prefer. - There need be little

friction or de-

lay, in either case. The intercourse between
the two offices will be both free and constant, for they are really but two branches
of one and the same thing. Let correspond-

ents

and visitors

remember

the No.—

15 STATE STRERT, BOSTON, MASS.
GEORGE T. Day,

Forward
. oe

j

z

Fditor.

Steps.
on

With the issue of this number, the Star
enters upon ifs fiftieth volume.
It also

hails from Boston and Chicago.

When the

half century of its life is completed,

a year

hence, we expect to see it fully settled in

its new homie, and effectively working out
the fresh and enlarged plans upon which it
is now entering.
It isa change that has been often and
earnestly considered for years.
Here and
there strong calls have been made for it as
something really needful to our best and
highest work. Elsewhere, thoughtful voices
have been raised in query and doubt. It is
plainly a step that invelves larger expenses

and increased risks;

and

so the

question

justify the union at the table

where all are

bidden to drink of the cup of remembrance

It will indeed have a chance to speak now and blessing,
from a more noticeable platform ; it’ may
These are some of the important principles
| utter itself where observing men see, and {-held by F. Baptists,and which the Morning
thoughtful men hear; it may be more freely Star is wont to set forth and defend. Each
acted om by the special influences that of these principles may perhaps be feund
heave and throb in a great commercial, embedied in the creed or the polity of some
literary and religious center. But nothing other body. But F. Baptists are peculiar
save painstaking, and bard work, and a in holding them all and. harmonizing them
living and practical interest on the part of as parts of a complete system.
By them”

sceit become.

these principles are firmly believed and debless the voutly cherished ; they have been wrought

it from

To assume

that,

week to

long

to

because it

has gone to Boston, it will now

surely ‘go

on its triumphant way, would be.a most un-

wise

and

mischievous

woik great

disaster.

thing.

It would

= Unless

removal

(means more wok and harder, ons the

of both its managers

part

here and its friends

elsewhere, we shilllose

rather

than

gain,

Now is the time for fresh and vigorous effort. We who supervise it mean to rise to
our duty and opportunity. Will its friends
elsewhere at once and generally do the
same thing? Lists of paying subscribers,
and words for its columns that inform and
cheer the reader,—these are the things that
bring the right sort of answer.
The ‘ Western Department” of the paper we trust will be a matter of special in-

terestto our readers and brethren
part of the field.

in that

We hope it may

help

to

make them feel that the paper. is really
theirs, and that they will use it freely asa
‘mediom of communication

and

also

with

that part

with each other,

of our

household nearer the Atlantic.

religious

Especially

may it be a bond of union between different sections of the F. Baptist denomination,
and at the same time’a token of real fellowship between us and brethren of other
households of faith with whom we arein

into the very texture of experience and
animated the labors of nearly a hundred

years.

Loyally to God and daty

forbid their surrender

or

to

urge them with fresh earnestness appears
to be the way in which the Great Master is

to be honored and the world

of mankind

helped to the redemption He would have
them attain,
* These special words of definition may

suffice for the

present.

The

stand by these principles,

fend, illustrate’ and

and

urge

taken, mean steady
Keeping clear

therefore,

advance

already

and

of pressmption,

ascent.

aiming al-

ways to be thoughtful and discreet, we

ex-

press our thorough belief in trying to do
something reai,—in daring for the sake of
achieving,—in the brave heart and the
ringing word,—in the heroism which pre-

fers to fall, if it must)in the storming col-

-A

Word

seek

to de-

them.

[It will

There are times when it is fitting
public

teacher to

define

for a

his principles, 4o

strug-

gling, it may be at. great disadvantage, to
right existing wrongs, The churches also
in their associated capacity, and the pulpit,
at

opportunities

that. But to go
with the internal

and seasons,

might

beyond this, to meddl®
affairs of others, to be-

about them in

the

true

way,

through the Morning Star.

nor lift every burdened

and

to

suggest

To gain them

chureli into hope and success; nor mcet all
the wants of our mission boards, nor endow

our

suffering

Though the

institutions

of
advance

learning.
guard,

life,

and

assert,

instead,

freeress and good faith in which

the

salvation

is'offered to all men, ‘4nd that there is no
inability in men which prevents the accept-

ance of what is offered,
F'. Baptists are open communionists. That
is, they recognize (lie right of ‘every true
Ld

the signal must and dutiful believer in Christ to the
priviwhether the host lege of partaking of thé Lord's
Supper.
Lookout mountain They do not regard thé Supper
as a church
Tefons. defenses of ordinance in any such sensé; nor
as susca
the *
taining
any such relation to the aet of bap-

which is thus appealed to and a

ie 1“ order of his clhiarch for any such

and

experse

debt would incur.

pe

ecclesiastical cords on unwilling souls. And
more, it might lead to resentments and possible resistance. At least, it would be well
to consider, whether all this would not be

Moreover, if we wish to draw dissentienls to our communion, there is ‘a better
way to do it.’ Let us expend our energies,
and¥consume our resources in showing
ourselves worthy of having others come

itive, if it could but find

utterance

in word

——CONVERTS

FROM

RomaNisM.

Dissension.

festation of Christian charity, and Christian
fellowship. among them, as to-day. This
can not be ascribed wholly, or perhaps even
partially, to external influences and conditions;

but is rather to

be regarded

as

the

themselves, with reference to,
tM questions

thus agitating and perplexing acknowledged evangelical denominations. I mean such
denominations as have perchance some-

thing more in creed and practice than the

gospel, but certainly huve largely that;
denominations that are thoroughly active
in eyery essential Christian

work, and,

largely instrumental in the conversion

are

and

salvation of ‘men, Indifference to these
questions’ of discussion and agitation is
neither possible, nor desirable.

seem to please Boston.

it at the end of a briet trial. It is said that
there is r.ot
a folder now in use in Boston
that gives this form to the newspaper.

edge in Biblical geography.

It

is

now

of more imperative need to be done. But
so long as trath is Yo be defended against

dan to the Mediterranean. Several volumes
of very valuable results haye already been

gitimate work to command all our energies,
to absorb our warmest zeal,and to exhaust
our deepest and tenderest love for Christ
and souls.
That such principles as are herein set
forth are generally recognized and honored
by the evangelical denominations of to-day,
includieg our own, is apparent from the
utterances
of their accredited
organs,
whether it be denomicational publications,
or representative bodies in council.. That
they are just and wise and Christian must

The accornd-

believer to
ali suitable intelligence respecting
loin with others in showing forth the Tiord’s furnish
the progress and results of all such agita-

~==ExpPENSIVE CHURCHES.

At tiie Melh-

has taken Western Palestine, from the

published.

Jor-

The Society is supported

‘cannot predict. Time will tell,and in telling
wijl. perhaps in a sense, settle the question
for us.
The changes introduced at this

seems

to

grow

worse

instead

of

better.

The late collision between
Ex-Governor
Warmoth and a New Orleans editor, by

which the latter was killed and the former made a murderer,is only a feature of it.
But it is a: grave one, both increasing the
perplexity of the situation and the difficulty
of wisely dealing with. It is useless to deny
that we are ou the verge of bloody times in
that city, if not in the whole State. Thut
issue may be averted—God grant that it
may be—but it will be only by the combined forbearance,
wisdom and cantion
of all concerned.

time are few; the paper will still wear its
familiar Jook; it would not like to seem

|

strange to its old and tried friends even
while it takes up what, in’some sense, are

new methods of life. We hope to find the
best methods for doing our work,and adopt
will report
arrangements
Other
them.
themselves or he reported in due time.

Our NEw

Associations.

the Staris in the same
of the

Watchman

&

tried, staunch, able,

The office of

building

with that

Reflector,—the
courteous

and

old,
manly

organ of the C. Baptists,—a paper that can
see hoth sides of a question, and does mot

fearto let divetse opinions, courteously and’

forcibly expressed, have a place in its columps. Loyal to the principles and usages
of the denominatign

it

lieves in tolerant charity;

represents,

it

rights and convictions of minorities and in-

dividuals; it has more faith in fair argu-

ment and a kingly spirit than in a coercive policy and bard svords; and it seeks
the things that tend to peace, fraternity and
edification. It ismow and then eriticised

becauseit fails to restrict the privileges of
the Lord's Supper in sufficiently positive

the Highest teiching.
is an editor with

Rev.

tact,

and

A

Vv

¢

sympathies, Half playfully yet quite seriously he expresses the belief (hat. we] shall
enter into ** close communion” in our intercourse and work here; and in the same
spirit we respond that we are sire we shall
do it as only F. Baptists can.” We look only for mutual satisfaction and profit in these
new relaticns.

Denial News and Not,
F.B. Printing Establishment.

We publish the following extracts from
——A SkcCRET ExPOsSED. Family quarrels’ the tract recently prepared, by. direction of
are apt to let out grave secrets. It appears Gen. Conf., giving a sketch of the history
from papers read at the late Von Arnim and work of the Establishment, We can
trial that soon after the declaration of the | not find room for the whole document.
The document, after narrating thejhistory
Infallibility dogma, Bismark took steps’ to
Secure united action on ‘the part of the great as it is connected with the establishment
Powers with reference to .the next papal and management of other papers, with the election.

It doesn’t appear how

issue of other publications,

successful

will have its

weight,

with

the

either

removal to Boston and thé

provision for a

Western office, &e., proceeds as follows :
At the General

Conference,

spousibilities, and

worked

during the four years

up

of

his

amounted to about $10,000.

The formal

in

1831,

a

a

business

Book Concern was established, with Rev.
David Marks as agent.
Ie began his ,
work without money, himself assuming re-

Gladstone

expostulation, in preparing Catholics for
the experience that seems to be before
them.
:
~——THE CENTENNIAL.

indepen-. 5

dently or in conjunction with D. Lothrop
& Co., aud dealing with the subject of

his efforts were; but the fact (hat they were
made is quite significant. Of course only
the gravest consequences could result from
such interference as is suggested in the
private circular now first made public. It

ageney

A

that

Publishing

or Advisory Committee was also appointed,
“ with instructions to direct the book agent

recog-

nition of the. Centennial exhibition by the

to publish for and on

a full board of commissioners for Germany,

ference, such books as they may deem suitable and expedient.”
This action shows

English governniént, the announce. ment of

behalf

of this Con-

that the Book Concern was designed

and the address to the citizens of New York

denominational in its very
the first books published

in the interest of the exhibition, are the encouraging events of th: last week. They
will not fail to stimulate the managers to
fresh efforts in this country, not only to secure the necessary working capital, but to
fulfill their promises as to the variety and

Book, a
ference.

Register,
:

and

to be

inception, and
were a Hymn

Minutes
w

it’

of

making

the

n-

In 1832, the General Conference directed
the Agent and Publishing Committee to
purchase the Morning Star, with the subscription list of 1600.
No means were

completeness of the enterprise. The work
on the forty or fifty acres of buildings is already so far advanced that it can be said

furnished them,

aud,

in

chase, they gave their own.
gations to the amount of

next vear, the Morning Star, with
with certainty they will be ready to receive | Book Concern,
was remove! to Dover,
the machinery, tools, furniture, fabrics and
IT,, and a commendable interest in the
productions of all kinds, and to allow - their terprise was everywhere awakened. =
custodians to arrange them, before the 19th list of subscribers was soon doubled,

of April, 1876, the day fixed upon for the
opening. And thén after that for a few

the books were . meeting
sale.
wih

mouths we shall seé what

most

But the days of trial

we shall see,

other

men

doing

and, in the financin]l

[4]

The

and

also came. . Like
business

crisis

their indebtedness was

Tue F. B. PRINTING. ESTABLISHMENT.
| In accordance with the action of the late
General Confereuce, a brief history of the

the
N,
-en-.

with an increased

{ capital, the Trustees became

bt

pur-

personal obli"$8,700. The

without

embarrassed ;

that

more

followed,

than

$6,000,

with no security except the office property,
which was altogether insufficient, had the

creditors pressed thelr aims,
8
More perplexing ‘than the fuoney Sets

Printing Establishment has been’ prepared

and issued, in (ract form, for gratuitous dis- tions were the ill-feeling ‘and * opposition
tribution, We give some of the more important portions of the document in an-

other colnmn,
to read

awakened

Those desiring copies of it

and’ circulate

shonld

address

half or the

the

were

agent at this office,—The story thus told is
interesting and suggestive. It shows how

with energy,

su,

oppressed;

the

New

for years refused

position of

an

and,

because

Hampshire

act

they

legislature

of incorporation.

Stdry and the orders for its, discoutinnance
exceeded,in ntimber the names of new sub-

self-sacrifice

freedom whichit helped
to maintatn;

the anti-slavery

1.etters were received from all parts of the
dénomination, eriticising or denouncing the

feeble the institution was in its beginnings ;

how =» few men

by

the Morning Star.
Kind Lut decided,
open and fearless, were its utierances in be.

scribers.

trial, the

During. those years of ‘conflict and

agent and

trostees, eucontaged

vy their brethren and true fo their convic:
tions or duty, moved carefully forward by
the light shining from above, regardless of

and

scurity around them. An
e who,
soul out of
rought many a trustin

it shows how largely and variously the de-

the o
has

ft, in its efforts (0 meet (he pressing Wants’

and an acl of incorporation oblamed,

ghips, if he doesn't know that hundreds of | nomination is indebted to it for stimulus darkness into light, granted them a wonits churches have built and are still erecting and direct pecuniary aid. Its ¢laim to the { derful deliverance.
The subscription list
housesof worship entirely beyond their respect and consideration of all . Baptists soon began to increase, the debts were
means, The result is heavy and crippling is made very obvious and very strong; and: gradually paid, additions were made to the
office property, and, in (346,a political revdebts, the effort to cancel which usually the reasons for actively co-operating’ wit olution was effected in New Hampshire,
mergies of the church, and
failare in many cases to keep the building

The

now forced on its attention are too plain to’
need any formal statement here. The

i

dots

~

a

Christian’ man with nolfle aims and friendiz

Board

of

Cor

ators, thirteen in
organized,
eptember
3¢—nader
title of * The Fre
ill Baptist
Establishment,” and Zall the propby the trustees was duly transfex-

hb)

A

&

Dr. Olmstead

breadth and

Alber,
wha
its professed
t
frienddos in ‘putting it | death at the
It
the legal
And the same réasons | tions in sister denominations Nay, more, from under the auctioneer's hammer.
. into the handsof real and receptive Yours Which justify table.
may well be a question whether chuiches amount of its donations will take many’ Printing
a union with other Christians | it would not be difficult to find ample
justi- who buildin this way ever quite overcome readers by surprise; its. good work was erty held
who give it support, while they are quicken- in’prayer, in preaching,
in gospel fellow- | fication in their behalf, should they in fidelri]
po
the evil of their act.
edd by its messages—it
Good taste, beauty never before “more needfol to our true |" (2
, is this that decides ship and labor, they believe will equall
y ity to'trath' and righteousnéss, make decia- and adaptation should always be consulted
The twenty years fol lowing the above
:
, progress,
.

be-

it- respects, the

terms; we should be able to say a still
stronger word in its behalf if, on that question, it stood squarely beside Spurgeon and
Robert Hall. But we prize it highly ad it
is, and are confident that its managers are
men Who are bent on finding and following

by

odist preachers’ meeting in Hostor last | and faith mastered the difficulties before
week, Dr. J: M. Buckley struck a key note witich more timid natures wouia have turnin an address oi modern church bulkling: edback and confessed
a defeats It bears
It is the fault and folly of the time.
Any clear testiniony to the faithful fight for

person can know but little of his denomination, or the people with whom he wor-

Whether the quarto form is still to- ‘be the
expoperit of ile taste and policy here, we

Romanism, is proclaiming the excellence
of the new way with earnest and untiring
zeal, After a certain quality of healthy
worldly wisdom, it is usually bestto be cautious of trusting these parties who thus
change their expression of faith, until they
have sufficiently proved themselves. The
worksof Father Chiniquy seem to declire
his sincerity, In various places in Connecticut, Massachusetts and New Hampshire
he has proclaimed the corruptions of the
Romish church and the falsity of its faith,
and has won scores to the ranks of Protestantism, Amid the threats of priests and
the unstinted anathemas of the church he
‘keeps about his. Master's work, acknowledging fear of but one Priest, the Son of ihe
Most High.

——PALESTINE EXPLORATIONS. The Palestine Exploration Society is accoigplishing
valuable results in the illustration or Scripture and in the extension of exact knowl-

Zion's Herald

adopted it a few years since, but abandoned

Rev.

——DISORDER AT THE SOUTH. The lamentable condition of affairs in New Orleans-

Church

tion of adopting the octavo form in the

spring, is under consideration.
Bat, for
some reason or reasons, that form does not

Father Chiniquy, thé French convert ‘from

making a scientific survey and examination
of the countries of Moab, Gilead and
Bashan. ‘This is specially the work of the
American Society. The English Society

skepticism, and-1hé
in binding in igno-

Some inquiries have

the printing, folding and mailing are done
at Dover, we shall, of course, preserve the
present form and appearance. The ques-

clergyman
ard ‘pastor of a church in Cleve-

and demonstration in life, to draw to us
sincere seekers after truth.
Besides, possibly we may well make var
on other Christian sects, and foster divisions and dissensions, when there is no work

active and persistent
“man of sin” persists

Form?

the Star is to be folded, &. In reply, we
| state, for general information, that, while

——ANOTHER
LIBERAL
PROCIAMATION.
Rew. Dr. Behrends, a prominent Baptist

want.of aknowledge, of Christ, there is le-

Internal

IN Waar

of the

small anoual subscriptions. The light that
it is throwing on sacred history and biblical
interpretation is both strong
and steady,
and warrants the aid of all who take an interest in this department of research.

lism, as to make it an offense against ed organs of a Christian denomination
Js less where the paper is than what
ff js Christ's {eaching or the clearly ‘desi

writers for its columns’ put into it,

‘not at the

more surely and in a larger degree is the
reason for bringing it to the metropolis of rance and error the-counsciences of men, so
New England. “Ifit shall deserve success, long as vice ina thousand forms stalks
we shall be grateful ; if it actually wins it, abroad unblushing at nobn day,and men are
let Him be devoutly recognized from whose perishing in uncounted
numbers for the
blessing all success forings.
want of an acceptance, perhaps for the

careful

struggling

to be sure, but

proper church work which a heavy building ‘been made as to the future form in which

land, Ohio, has lately preached a sermon
come active partisans, to attempt to widen defining his views on the cdmmunion ques:*
breaches and aggravate existing animesities, tion, in which he says :—¢* I think itis an
1s something mere than questionable both irresistible inference that every true believ| er hasan unquestioned, original and inas to right and expediency.
alienable right to a seat at the table.,"—
Such
foreign
interference
would
tend
to
|
‘engender prejudice on the part of the dom- That ie unequivocal enough. Tt is by steps
inant party, intensify their advocacy of the like this that the era of complete liberty is to

recite his confession, to avow his purpose. triumph of the true evangelical spirit over
economy would not forbid what a resolute A paper may also well do that, when it narrow bigotry and blinded exclusiveness.
be evident to reflective minds, when duly
and generous enterprise pleaded for. The stands in some sense as the exponent of a There is in it, nothing adventitious, it is
considered and fairly estimated.—J. r.
corporators have not been bhagty and head- religious body.
The Star is such a paper, nothing put on for effect. J! is just as njanlong in reaghing the decision to put the and in stepping into its new position it is Hs in the larger, more influential and ioCurrent Topics.
paper into this advanced position.
To natural for it to tell for what reason it ex- dependent sects as in the smaller.
i»
more or less observers they have perhaps ists, why it speaks to the public at all, and
Not but that there are individual bigoted
seemed timid and slow.
Let us begin the
But they could what specific ends it aims to reach.
Tt souls, just as there always will be, so long ——BEGINNING ANEw.
‘nol consent (o presume and hurry.
New
Year
with
firmer
faith
avd simpler
Too would do this with a frank courtesy
as
little
souls
shall
be
generated;
but
the
in.much was involved to warrant that. They
stead of a saucy egotism; not togfgcuse general spirit of good-will and helpfulness trast in God, with greater love of our fellow
have deliberated not a little.
They have others but to interpret itself; not s6 ‘much’ -among all truly evangelical sects is most men, with more active sympathy towards
sought to weigh carefully the areuments on te mount a hobby as to exult what seene to grateful to witness; and I doubt not has al- the wretched and wayward, and with a
fix&pitpose to do better by ourselves and
both sides.
They have consulted not only
be vital truths; not to insult the pub- ready occasioned much joy in heaven, as it
theirown judgments, but also that of their lic by flaunting a party flag in #s face, but has generated much peace and good-will on all men this year than ever before, and it
constituents. One aim has been steadily. rather to answer the natural question,— earth. And this, I think, does not tend to will be one of the best years pi have ever
held,—to find thé way in which they could’ Why do the Free Baptists maintain a sep- confirm and strengthen men in their errors lived. As Christians, let us bé found often
best serve the denomination , and the great arate life as a religious body, and in what
in doctrine, if they have any; but on the in prayer, then we shall be better prepared
cause jt stands for, and then walk in it.
way and spirit-do they carry on their work ? other hand the doing away of prejudice,and as men and women to properly fill our plaIt is a
They have chosen the progressive policy, Just now the answer shall be brief.
the softening asperilies of feelingare tending ces in the church and the world.
We
good omen that so many are thus making
taking its added responsibilities and its state rather than defend. It is explanation to bring the whole church of God, though
larger risks.
Iu is ope -of several such rather than argument that we offer ;—this
unconsciously perhaps, into the. unity of new resolutiony at the opening of the year,
choices, though few have involved so much last mentioned thing ean be supplied when one glorious faith, at least to all practical Make them in God's name, seeking his
grace and help,and they need not fail of the
as this. They have thus heeded the plea there is a cali for it.
intents and purposes.
:
most grateful results.
for an adyapoce; they have confided in the
F. Baptists old to'what is known as the
But this does not prevent internal digspledges of fresh co-operation; they have evangelical theology. "They are thus in an ions and disssenionsin the midst of sects.
gone promptly at work to make practical important sense separated from cerlain Nay, it may indirectly contribute to their ——GERRIT SuTH DEAD. Gerrit Smith’
the decision which many brethren in vari- other bodies, from Free Religionists, from development amd intensity. Opposition the veteran philanthropist, and leader in
ous sectious of the counts have strongly the so-called liberals and free-thinkers of from without and externa® pressure may the anti-slavery and temperance conflicts,
~ and thankfully approved, and whose wis- every class. With them the Scriptures .are check, if not wholly suppress them. When died of apoplexy, in New York city, Mondom the late General Conference recogniz- authoritative; Christ is a divine Teacher this is removed, they break out all the more day of last week, at the age of seventyed. We trust no future review of the case and a loving Redeemer; regeneration is marked and violent.
Such we find to be even. Not only to his family and imme“will lead to a different conclusion.
We amoral necessity to men; retributions are the case to-day. Several denominations are diate relatives will his death carry sorrow :
trust the forward movement is to be faith- eternal. °
Fast
in a stateof agitation and ferment, arising there are thousands in every state who, as
fully supported by those who have counselF. Baptists ave really Baptists. That is, from internal dissensions. And where there they have learned the news, have mourned
ed it. We trust every #pledge of co-opera- they accept baptism as intended only for are existing errors in doctrine, or practices as only those do who feel the loss of a
tion is to be remembered and fully redeem- |- true believers, and they make the act noth-' manifestly unapostolic, we hope the process friend.” Not only those who have come out
ed. We trust no retreat is to follow this ing less than immersion.
They are thus i go on, “till the whale lump is leaven- of bondage ta the Slave-master, but multiel fhe
advance, but that this beginning to go for- separated from Pedo-baptists who admintudes of those who have forsaken the inward means only steady aggression and ister the rite to infants and young children,
But it is worth whileto remark, that the toxicating cup, will now be reminded how
growing victories.
| and who, outsigle of the Greek church, oft questions occasioning internal dissension much of their freedom they owe to his efGoing to Boston will not of itself secure en substitue sprinklicg or’ pouring for imto-day, do not largely involve the essential forts. But bis line of duty ran not only in
any great gains, Mere change of piace is mersion.
i
.
Christian doctrines, Years ago the Con- thes: two ‘channels. - Every good cause
not of much acepunt.
We might go fo
F. Baptists hold to the‘ independence of gregational chiirch was agitated over the that needed the heip of money or personal
London, or Paris, or Jerusalem, and be
at his
the local churches. ® They recognize the doctrine of the Holy Trinity, and so purged influence, ordinarily found both
hardly the wiser, the strongér, or the better
hands,
for
his
wealth
was
the
next
abundant
need and the value of associated effort in itself of Unitarianism,
The
Presbyteri
ans
for it. Duilness does nut become brilliance
Thus .another
the sphere of religion, and their church
fought great battles among themselves over thing to his philanthropy.
by settling down amoug brains. Commonof the men who have helped to wipe the
polity provides for this in ‘various ways; high and low Calvinism,and in consequence
place is apt to séem staler than ever before
but they object to the exercise of any ab- were rent asunder.
But the questions of disgrace of sldvery [rom the publi¢ name,
when it walks among live 4nd fresh souls.
solute authority by these associated bod- to-day occasioning internal dissent have and to bestow. credit upon our éliaritable
A drowsy paper stirs nobody even though iesto
annul the decisions or override the mostly to do with forms and ordicaneés and’ and ‘reform movements, has fallen,
umit is wade tp where the air f§ charged with powers of
the local church. They are thus rituals, not on that-account trivial and of no ner, dud Lincoln, and ‘Tappan, aod many”
. the electricity of a hundred mental batteries.
separated from those bodies whose
gov- practical importance, but less vital and Jess others have preceded Gerrit Smith to the
~ Simply because the Star is published and ernment is properly
upper mansions, - Phillips'and Garrison and
described as Presby- alarming, whatever may be the issue.
* edited in Boston, will not make it set al terian, Episcopal
Let us thank
or Papal.
:
Now, in view ot such a state of things, it | tbe rest will soon be gone.
yawning readeis leaping with life. It will
F. Baptists are anti-Calvinistie. That is,
and be
service,
and
lives
their
for
God
isa question Of ofisldetable mporiance,
not, on that account, cause every feeble
grateul that he is so lately calling them
they reject the idea of a limited alonement, whig,
are the rights and wht the responsi
and doubting pastor to spring to his tasks
of a sovereign and unconditional election
bilities of such sects as are ut peace within home,
with the energy that is sure to {riumph;.
———
to eternal
has been asked, whether a wise and

do

thus be true to its special mission, as every tous. Could we double our educatienal
other faithful exponent and advocate should force, could we plant and properly man two
and will be. Bat it will give no counte- churches where we have hul oune,and double
nance to bigotry, or exclusiveness, or an in- the spiritual efficiency of all our older churchtense but narrow partisanship. It will es, then intelligent men, agreeing with us
gratefully recognize and heartily co-work in faith and practice, would come of their
-with all true toilers for human welfare, It own-accord, being inspired by our eaterwill rejoice in every service that really prises, and hoping to find fields of Christian
casts out devils, even though the sacred labor and usefulness among us. There is
worker does not tread our path or utter our no need of expenditure of thought and enshibboleth. His gracious spirit and helpful ergy in proselyting to pur faith. Our doc‘ministry shall win our prompt and hedrty trinal creed is excellent enough, our church
God-speed. The paper will seek to en- polity is evangelical and broad and liberal
large the world of thonght for its readers, enough; our whole denominational econto help them inspect and interpret the life omy has enough in it of the real and pos-

organized sects, there has rarely if indeed ever been wicnessed, so large a mani-

ofail
our Principles.

express sympathy
for those who are

true of us, were we in their case.

Star will

umn, rather than stagnate and die in the
———
cleft of the rock where cowards. try to hide
* Since the divisionof the Christian Church
from danger and toil.
Is it too much {&] “foto

hope that our readers share our faith ?

ration of the true principles involved, ang

seems’ to | wrong and lead fo a tighter binding of be reached.

subordination;

such things as will nurture faith and heroism and patience, and to furnish such
substangial accord. ‘We wish it to serve varied, pleasant and wholesome, reading
the great end of enlarging the plans, ce- watter as will render its weekly coming a
menting the hearfs and uniting the efforts pleasure to all the family circles into which
of those wh are laboring together with it may go.
Such are the ends that
God for the highest welfare of men.
:
are sought
These forward steps,

pi. 5

and

es

week with just what will stir and
readers, can render it what we all

the Morning: Star
This is. now the
Letters and c¢ompersonal and im-

dinary communications for

good.

all its real friends, to fill

Office, &c.

The Boston office of
is at 15 State Street.
. editor’s headquarters.
munications needing his

for great

a

~

d

ate may be regarded us the pal my

days 0

;

ence, to na ke large and repeated donations
Po

objects.

thy

** But this historical sketch of the Printing

"Ratablishment would be incomplete, in the
in thea Conference, without u statement
of Re sappropriations, that it may be
source

a

known to what extent it has been

parents.

ren we learn of promising labor amid great difficulties and privation./ Rev. H. W. Morse

fon 1s viging in different localities around us,

writes from Adim’s

Peak, Potawattamie Co.,

one

outposts,” encouragingly,

of

our

extreme

nd is evidently God’s doings. The tide of relig.

Chugh Organized.

- though feeling sadly the isolated condition of the

of pecuniary benefit to the denomination.” church, The nearest known sister church is
A careful. examination of the bqpks, to the “ninety
miles away, and it may well’be supposed
close of the year-1874; shows that money
that reinforcements are ardently prayed
the little band.
j

paid out, and work in the

has been a¢tually

«office gratuitously done, as follows:

To Foreign

Seciéty,

12,700;

Society, 14,100; Hillsdale

Bates College 2,050.31;
8560 ; Parsonsfield

Conference,

Expenses

1,804.56;

of

William

may

loved

1,056.85;

Total, $76,167.52.
It is a fact worthy of note, that the
Printing Establighment has actually paid
done work at cash prices, to an

Western | Department.
56 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.
Current Events.

Sunday

has the misfortune to find himself
to endure great privations in his de-

meetings,

I

around.”

And

THE

am

the

yet

only

minister

our hrother

for

Faith, the church was organized
Vernon Free Baptist church,
were as follows :—Presentation of
the only rule of faith and practice,
Howe, of Lowell; Reading of the

miles

writes

in a

church

at Blackberry

not yet secured a pastor for the place made

England

tion

Juessed,

Sabbath.

valued

at

$147

from

friends

in

ton. Eight have professed
H. also reports
a donation
parishioners.

gen-

eral scope indicates the position to be mainun-

squarely for the
and holds that
spirit of Repaba representative

Capac,

women

whose re-

refining
on the

pious ear,
no matter

at

and that social
how innocent or

After this overstatement of the case,
which is usual, and the common cry about
¢ Church and State, ” the argument is presented that because about three fourths of
the population of the country are of foreign
extraction, therefore we should give up our
Sunday! It may occur to most intelligent
people that the Germans and their descendants do not constitute yet quite three

For

strength

situation,

of the

instance,

Robert

afternoon

parties
Collyer

them go to Turner Hall to hedr the

and I say,‘ Go ahead.”

many

other,

Christians need, to be vigilant.

PRACTICAL

CRUSADING.

A

number

of

of whom were received
church. Bro. B. rejoices
Lord.
:
:

CAPE

of the

An inlerest-

of representa-

‘tives from the various churches in

_sin, met at Fond

du Lae,

Wiscon-

Dec. 21-23,to

‘organize a Stale Branch of the Evangelical
Alliance, The meeting was well attended
and participated in by ministers and members of different denorhinations throughout.
The devotional exercises were spirited, and

the addresses

able and

Crandall, Brown, Taylor

fraternal, Revs.

and

others

were

" present in behalf of the Free Baptists.
Denominational.
Q. M.
Tan council appointed by the Wamphin Dec.

h,
met with the Rolling Prairie churc

‘Wis.,

16th, and proceeded to examine Bro. J. B. Gid-.
ney for ordination. After a most satisfactory
examination the

council

voted unanimously to

when in
proceed, and in the evening assembled,

the presence of a large audience the services
vere conducted as follows: Sermon by Rev. H.
J.

Brown; Consqgpating

prayer

in
00

ErizaBetH,

into the TF. Baptist
in the work of the

India,
was

of true

The

by Rev.L. D.

wFelt; Charge to candidate'and Hand of Fellopeothe
ship-by Rev. J. M. Kayser; Charge to
ple by Rev, L. D. Felt; Singingby the choir;
Benediction by the candidate,

has resigned

plys Sheap,

pastoral

the Sabbath

school in Richmond, Me., is, steadily increasing
and now numbers nearly 100. The afternoon

social

The

are
meetings ure growing in interest, and voices
in the
now heard that had long been silent
The people ure beginning to huve
prayer room.
that souls may
a mind togwork, and are praying

be added to the chureb.

y

)

F. E. Davison,
Tur parishioners of Rev.
up for houses
him
fitted
have
H., ,
N. in
Frankl
him a stove, barrel
keeping in fine style, giving
ens, &e. and a libof flour, apples, potatoes, chick

is nothing like
eral supply of greenbacks. There
giving a man a good start.

Dedication, &c.
Baptist meeting house in EllenFree
The new
of

. service
N.Y., was set apart to the
at the session
God on Satarday, Dev. 12, 1874,

burgh,

of

An excel
Opening prayer by Rev. M. White.
E. B. Fuller,
v.
Re
by
hed
preac
was
Jent sermon
Dedicatory

é

600 rolls Oil

Also

ifieq Knes of goods will be found

Effective sermons avere

rolls

prices

The above spec-

at

NEW ENGLAND CARPET

very

much

un-

House,
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Lynn ch, Mass,

per C F Pollard

Ble

and bad at
rown,
Winneconne ch, Wis,

Waupun Q M, Wis
Honey

Creek

Q M , Wis,

CORINTH Q,

convene

with

J. M. BAILEY,

hold

its next

Cape

Clerk,

CORINTH Q. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE
will
meet at Cormth, on Thursday,Jan. 14th,at 1 o'clock,

P.M.

Orderot exercises:

Essay, Tha

Work of the

Holy Soairit in Maw’s Rédempiion,—~Dickey.
What
Is meant by being born of w ater in John 8:5? Dut.
ton. The Type of Christianity demanded at the
present A ge —Peaslee.
Snepard, Cross and Scribner, the same as for the last session.

Clerk.

WHEELOCK
Q. M. will hold
its next
session
with thé church at Wheelock Hollow.
Conference
on Friday, Jan. 29, at o’clock, P. M.
Let us pray for
the descent of the Holy Spirit on this meeting of

God’s people.

?

E. C. SMALLEY,

Clerk.

BRADFORD & Ti0GA Q. M. will be held with the
Stony Fork

at 2 0’clock,

church,

Feb.5—7:

Conlerence,

Fridays

should
be

present

Those of the Q. M. who

in the enterprise at

Wellsboro’,

are intereste

in order to have a voice and vote in the premises.
.
It will be decided when and how we build.
J. W.INGERICK, Clerk.
Post

Office

Addresses.

Rev. Geo. 8. Macomber, Middleton, Muss.
* D. H. Adams, Farmington, N. H.
* J. W Halleck, Lisbon, Mich.

session

per

HJ
.
ad

Thomas’s

Quartets

1848

.

add

F Mosher,

Dover, N

Phillips ch, Me,
orth ch,

5.00

H,

2,00

per-D Pease

4.40

Bath, Me, per E W Porter,

5.76

Nowmnnpet, NH,
2.50
Rackley, Malden, 111,
:
25.00
Rev N A Jackson, late ogl{umphrey,N Y,.
N B Jackson
~
50,00
Thompson, Wiscasset, Me,
50

N H, per J A Lowell,

10.00

10.00

150.09
Treas.
.

Education

Society.

Danks’ Anthem - Services.
($2.0)

Anthem

music of excellent qi

he services ofthe Episcopal Church,

Perkins’
Anthem
(#1.50.) Easy Anthems. Very full,

for all

H.

P. pank.

Book.
, and al-

ready popular collection, W. 0. Perkins,

ie

Song Monarch. fi cote.Nat
All boeks sent, post-paid, for retail price.

10.0

SILAS CURTIS,

7reas.

OLIVER DITSON & CO, - CHAS. H. DITSON & CO,
> T11 Br'dway,
N. Yorks
tf

ECHOES FROM. ZION.

Geo Hemminway, Hadley, Miéh, Mrs M E Godrich, 10
A
friend,
)
Kittery Point, Me por Mrs P W Towne,
3.00
Rock
River
, per B Butler, Treas,
12,00
C O Libby, Dover, N H,
.
30,00
Mrs 8 Johnson, JTrmonth, Vt, per F H Butler,
40
Fox River Q M, Ili, per 8 Pouley,for ** Howl”,
9.00 | Things new and old in Sacred Song.
Edited by W.
Mrs D C Emery. Kennebunk, Me,
.
2.00
F. SHERWIN.
For Prayer, Praise and Revival
J A Fenderson, Portland. Me,
5.00
Meetings, comprising the leading favorite son,
Great Falls, N H, per P W Perry. for * Howl,”
with many choice new ones. The most desirable
North St, Bath, Me, per E W Porter,
collection of Devotional Hymns and Music ever isExeter Q M, Me, Ref N ¥ Weymouth,
7.00
sued.
It contains 128 handsome pages. Price
Strafford,
Vt, per M Atwood,
4.25

Chester, Geauga Co, O, per 8 B Philbrick,

Mrs L M Walliug. Providence. R I,
Wom. Miss. So., Johnstown, Wis, per H D Cooley,
Mrs Ruby Bixby, Lodomillo,
Jowa, per N W Bixby,
Vem. Ma, So0., Ellsworth
M, Me; per M M k
ott,
Mrs N Chandler, Burnham, Me, per G W Jones,
Unjcago, 111, per J A Bartlett,
!
MiSs. 80, Lawrence, Mass,
per BD Hach,
Rev 8 Curtis, Concord, N
H,
Miss. Rand, Laconia. N H, Mrs T 8 Foster, Treas,
per F H Lyford,
.
,

19.00

5.00
22.50
5.00
1,00
5.00
15.00
10.00
15,00
22.21

Dover, N. H.

C, 0. LIBBY, Treas.

-

F. B. Woman’s

Mission

Society.
Vt, per

Mrs rs F P Eaton,
do Tunbridge, Vt, per Marcia Moxley,
do Wash. 8st ch, per A J Littlefield,
Mrs Hannah Grave, Tunbridge, Vt,

.

L. A. DEMERITTE,

Dover, N. H.

3.25
5.00
20.60
5.00

per, 25 cts., $20 per 1.00. Boards, 30 cts., $25 per
00. Cloth, flexible, 35 cts., $30 per hundred. Mail
ed at retail pices. Publishers, HORACE
W A-

TERS &

or Consumption, is often the result.

33.25

19, by Rev. Moses Folsom,
Miss Fannie W. Burbank,

both of Newfield, Me.
Rounde, of Porter, and
Cornish.
J

Dec.
12, Mr.
Nathaniel
Miss Martha R.- Folsom, of

Ia Pittsfield, Me., Dec. 25, by Rev. A.

L.

Brown's Bronchial Troches

Ross, or

.

In Dixmont,Me., Aug. 3,by Rev. J. Young,Mr. Edwin Blanchard aud Miss Caroline Prescott, both of
Bangor.
Jan. 13, Mr. Samuel. W. Sanborn and Miss
Emma A. Badger,both of Etna. Sept. 16,Mr. Sanford
Brown, of Etna, and
Miss Ida M. Porter, of D. Nov,

17, Mr. Everett E. Wootlman, of Plymouth,and Miss
Mary E, Hartford, of Etaa.
In Cape Elizabeth, Me., on Christmas eve, by
Rev. B. F. Pritchard, Mr. Albus R. Ficket, of C. K.,
and Mrs. Eliza A. Perkios, of Saco. Mr. Lewis C.
Hannafold and Miss Emma T. Sawyer. Mr. John
F. Coachran and Miss Sarah A. Dean,

sister, Dec.
Humphrey,

the

both of C. E.

residence

and

Mrs.

of the bride's

24, by Rev. J: 8. Copp, Mr. Hugh
of Eckfo:d, and Miss Evangeline
.

of Batavia, N.

In Eckford, at

father, Dec.

24,

havihg a direct influence on the parts, give
immediate relief.

Brown's Bronchial Troches

Gerrish,

Hr. Elijah A. Ricker, of P., and Miss Ida M.

Troy.

A.
L.

the res

Curé Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, and Influenza.
Cure any irritation or Soreness of the Throat,
Relieve the Hacking cough of consumption.
Relieve bronchitis, asthma and catarrh.
Clear and give strength to the voice of singers.

And are indispensable to public speakers.
Soothing and simple, children can use them.
As they assist expectoration and relieve hoarseness.

OWING to the good reputation and popularity of the Troches, many worthless and
cheap imitations are gffered, which are good
for nothing.
&

Mr. J. Owen

OBTAIN

production.

Those

For convenience

Wales New Seale PIANOS,
WATERS’

cannof

petition.

who

for three-quarters market value.

will

be

Carpets, Oil Cloths, Rugs, Mats, Crumb Cloths, and

ENGLAND

@pyosite

the American

House,

Beston.

.

241

St. Louis.

by J.

:

W. MCINTYRE,

’

4 Se

5th St. ,

nl

A Ym. Out of Employment?
. All persons of either sex, of good address, can
{find profitable employment in selling oar: Subserip-

Book.

160 pages, ‘Sdlendfd

'B. Sher-

Hymns,

choice

- DEAFNESS.

,

| music, tinted paper, superior binding.
ce id
\
ds, 35c¢ 3 $3.60 per dozem;
$30
La
100. Paper,
pe
3c. Miiled, Publishers,
nACE WATERS & SON, 48k Broadway,
New York,
P. 0.Hox 3567.
450

AY Chrictians Dance? Rev. J. H. Brookes,
D:D, -Ablest Discussion. Cloth, 600. Pap.,

. Published

of .

SONGS OF GRACE AND GLORY
win and Vail.

Strees,

imitation

to the trade. A large discount to teachers, ministers, .
churches, lodges, schoolsy etc.

The very. best Sunday school Song

CARFPERCO.,

S35 Hanover

;they defy com-

The Concerto Stop is a fine

and the holidage: by HEOIRACE WATERS &
, 4S1
Brosdway, than ever before offered
in New York. Agents wanted to gell Waters’
New Scale Pianos and Concerto Organs.
Yilustrated Catalogues mailed. Great inducements

pestries, 3-plys, 2 plys, in 6 different qualities; Stair

NEW

ORGANS

be excelled in tone or beauty

500 Pianos and Organs

sold’

;

CONCERTO

the ton

New ond second hand of first-class makers. will be
sold at lower prices, for cash, or on instalments, or
for rent, in City or Country, during these hard times

It comprises Tap-

a complete assortment of Carpets, which were seected for first-class trade.
Our customers who call early in the day, before
the rush commences, will have the best opportu-

elastic, and

the Human Voice.
Prices extremely low for cash
during the holidays.
Monthly instalments receiven] Second-hand
instruments at great bargains. Traveliog and focal
Agents
Wanted.
A liberal discount
to teachers,
ministers, churches, schools,
lodges, ete. Special
inducements to the trade.
Hiustrated Catalogues
mailed.
HORACE
WATERS
& SON, 481 Broadway, New York, P. O. Box 3567.

of sale, they will be placed

onour second ftoor, and every article

a test
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are the best made.
The touch
powerful, pure and even.

have wisdom and forethought enough
to avail of
these times, as Holy Writ has if A time to buy and
a time to sell;” or as Shakespeaxe expresses
it,
‘“There is a tide, if taken in the flood”—are called
lucky, but it is not luck, it is simply wisdom.
One
of these times now occurs in the sale of carpets.
We have just purchased
a large bankrupt stock
from a Western City.
The goods will be arranged
and ready for ssleon Saturday,the day after Chiist-

mas.

*

“Wie

Usually at intervals—sometimes not oftener thm
once in an age—there occurs a tinfe when merchandise of the various sorts —sometimes one kind and
sometimes another—is
thrown on the market at

of

.

which have proved their efficacy ¥
of many years. . Sold everywhere.

CARPETS.
cost

ONLY the genuine

Brown's Bronchial Troches,

Rev. 1.J. Hoag, assisted by Rev.R. L. Howard,
Me. A. J. Rich. of Angdl, and Mrs. A. L. Martin, of

much less than

Box

Requires immediate attention and should be
checked. If allowed to continue, Irritation
of the Lungs, a permanent Throat Disease,

Treas.

In Parsonsfield, Nov.
Mr. John K. Colomy and

SON, 481 Broadway, New Bek,

A COUGH, A COLD,
~ SORE THROAT,

MARRIED

By

fey—J 8 Dudley—C R Emmons—S Emmons—J P Laton—
EastLow Elis—Mrs J d Elliugwood -G- W Esten—M,
man—dJ Fullonton—G B Foss—Mrs. M Frene)—E & Fol-C
Gurney—G W Grifin—Mrs 8 Gowen—A W Goedwin~

doi:

7m

Boston,

!

D Allen—W H Agard—L A Allen—Dr H Adams—W
Adams—T H Adams~-M Atwood—O
Bartlett—Buxton
Center, Me—J Baker—B F Bulen—J L Barker—G H
Bowie—J R Batchelder—3 Bickford—B F Bean—D Boyd.
—M 8s AG Brace—H C Bowen—J H Brown—Mrs S A
ey—Anna Burgess—F Bach—Mrs J Brock ~-S Bisbee
‘8s E Buckminster—Mis$ E Bryson—M Bates—F H
Butis—-8 D Bates—Mrs D Bates—D Batehelder—D Bates
~8 B Bean—J 8 Berry—Sarah Beacham—C H Burnham
n Flats, N ¥—T D (Clements—
8 Corliss —S A Coffin—H T Chase

And

a

Concord, N. uw’

' nity of making selections.

Received.

Anthems 46.

Palmer and ; Le

much Sacred Music. but an admiral
preparatory
course, with a large quantity
of secular music for
practice. H.R. Palmer and L. O. Emerson.

yg

Rev 8 Curtis, Concord. N H, -

b/

R——

Letters

Twos.

Anthems. (5.5

8.00
Ll

Clerk.

session with

the 1st churca in Corinth, Jan. 15—17.
C. D. BURGIN,

a

In Chicago, 1ll., by Rev. J. Malvern, Mr. Wm H.
Mears and
Miss Belle May E'kins, bo h of C.
At the parsonsage, Dec. 23, at Hamlin, N.- Y,)

the

H. 8. Perkins and

LEADER.

and Mi-s Lillah A. Dunton. both of B. , -

Friday, Jan. 22, at 1 o'clock,
E.H. HIGBEE, Clerk.

M. will

Wis,

Mrs [} M Walling, Providence, R I,

Putnam,

ASHTABULA Q. M. will be held with the Conneaut
church, commencing
P. M.

7.00

Hortoaville.
.

denceof the bride’s

2

Book.

35 cts.) A most beau.
fal . Sunday School
W. W. Bentiey. ;

of Lafe.

with Singing School Course. H. R.
Coy
0. Emerson.

In Homer, Mich., at

Bo

Notices and Appointments.
CUMBERLAND Q. M. will
Elizabeth church, Jan. 27.

River

i

& Pine Sts,

In Portland, Dec. 17, Mr. Frank B. Libby
Mary E. Howe, both of P.

COMPANY,

85 Hanover Street, opposite Americ an
ton.
‘

its Dec. Session with the

the next

200

low

Cloths, in wide sheets and

der value,

J

TH

ISCHARGES fromthe ear,
Catarrh;

Bronchitis,
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SAUK CO. (W18.) Q. M.—Held its Dec. session
with the Kilbourn city. and Big Spring church at
as could be expected
Big Spring. AS many
Adams
Wm, Poulips of the
Rev.
were present.
and Waushara Q. M. was present and added
Our
to the igterest of the meeting.
much
brethren, together with the Congregationalists
of that place, have a meat house of worship
nearly completed, hut are without a minister.

g
‘Also the Richland Center church are completin
a house of worship with the same denomina
8.
tion. They also have no pastors. Bro. B.
Hunting is supplying the Prairie du Sac church
was
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adopted by the 2 M. conférence :
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Walworth,

$1.00.

a few imported ones at half value.

the Scott church Nov, 13, 1574. Business was
transacted with harmony and dispatch. Preaching
excellent, and the social meetings unnsually
good, active and interesting. Rey. I. W. Drew
reached and administered the Sacrament, there
eing no other preacher present. Encouraging
letters were read.
+
Next session with the Oakfield” church, Feb.
12, 1875.
G. MANSFIELD, Clerk.

wing was the
the Lawrence Q. M. The follo
order of service t—
worth ; | Wheeler
Reading of Scripture by RB ev.J. I, Wal

from Bro.

for

narrow widths at less than manulacturer’s prices.
Stair Carpets, some odd styles,
at (nree-quarters’
value.
Bocking and Crum!
Cloths,
with voor

Next session with 21 Rotland church, March
.
W. J. FuLroN, Clerk.

;|

service is well attended.

sifidll lot Tapestries

—Ingrains, suhject to manufacturer’s
imperfections, for 30 cente. Two plys 50 cents.
Kidderminsters, 756 cents. Extra Shpergnes, 90 cents, Three

| 5-1, 1875.

lin, Monroe Co., N. Y.

that

animals.

CARPETS —The lowest Prices Command the trade.

Meigs Q. M.—Meld its last session with 1st
Kyger church,
Dec.
4—6. Most all of the
churches
were represented.
The business all
being disposed of on Friday afforded much time
for worship, and much of the good Spirit was
enjoyed
throughout the session. Rev. H. J.
" Carr, from Athens Q. M., was present and rendered good service in the pulpit.
Rev. T. H.
Drake wus appointed Cor.
Mes. to Athens Q.

East Hamto correspond with C. A. Simmons,of

writes

Yellow Wrapper is a

will please apply to the Clerk
as soon as practicN. F. WEYMOUTH, Clerk. *
able.

care of the church in Hamlin, N. Y., and a good
minister desiring a field of labor would do well

Bro. C. H. DAvIs

KejhrpoE

its Dec, session with

Any church wishing to have

Kuightsville

the

bone or
White
use, the

new and elegant stoles now opening at

2d Bangor church.
The traveling was bad, the
attendance small, but the meetings were full of
interest and we.”hope, were profitable. There
was preaching »
brethren Gerrish,
Reed,
Hutebins, Cook,
Nelson and Weymouth.

tained,and a large number of persons have been
hopefully converted during the year.
This society has enjoyed, continued prosperity since it
was organized two years ago.
CoM.

REV. I. J. HoAn

-¥

spavin, and any flesh,
muscle
ailment.
The
Wrapper is for family

—A

FoND DU Lac Q. M.—Held its last session with

EXETER Q. M.—Held

Me.

Liniments

C. D. BuraGiN,

|

The meetings and Sabbath school are well sas-

church

ina

composed

standard

Ricker, Cor Brackett

Woman's Miss. 86g., 2d ¥hurch, Corinth.

Children Cry for Castoria.—DPleasant to
take—a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, but more
Beucions in regulating the stomach and bowels.
y
A

ATHENS Q. M.—Held its Nov. session with
24 Alexander church, beginning Friday, Nov.
20. But few of the churches reported.
A resolution was passed urging churches to support the
Evangelist employed by the Obio Free Communion Association.
- Next session with the 31 Alexander chureh,
Friday, Feb. 19, 1875.
W. H. McNE1L, Clerk.

in
in

church and society in this town, of which Rev.
B. F. Pritchard is pastor, are about erecting a
house of worship.
It is to be 40 by 80 ft. when
completed, with vestry and spire.
RAE

culturedzand Christian womanhood.

ing convention,

A. has received

-»

city by a division of labor. A daily temperance prayer meeting is to be held at the
rooms of the Y, M. C. Association, while
“Gospel Tefoperance Meetings” ave to be
held at stated intervals on
the North,
South and West sides. Local prayer meetings are also held in the different divisions
of the vity. We are glad to welcome. this
promising effort at temperance reform by
the use of gospel methods in charge of a

‘EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE.

ROCHESTER Q. M.—Held

REV. D. C. WHEELER reports a deep revival
work in Johnsburg, N. Y.,the old and young
sharing in its blessing. Men of influence have
sought the Saviour, and it is hoped tbat the
work may be still deeper and wider,

the intelligent and well known women of
«Chicago have for some time past been endeavoring to do some practical and lasting
work in behalf of temperance, and to this
end have organized the ‘‘Woman’s Temperance Union.” A programme
of systematic work has been laid out for the new

year designed to reach all sections

The

The

the Parma church.
There were nine ministers
present and an unusually large delegation.
The
word was preached with feeling and power, but
the social meetings excelled irr interest. A revival spirit was in our midst.
We were glad
welcome
Rev. C. A. Hilton, of Frankfort, 1ll.,, among us,
who hus recently entered upon his new work as pastor of the Parma
church,—Collection for Missions, $25.05.
{
Next session with the Fairport chureh, Mareh,
2,
R. L. Howarp, Clerk.

Thirteen persons were baptized Nov, 22, a part

:

With intolerant infidelity .on the one
hand, and a “Liberality ” preaching a gospel with Christ's teachings left out on the

to aid the F. M.

af

Price 50 cents; large bottles $1.

who

P. 8. DoorirTLE, Clerk

REV. A. E. BoYNTON announces a revival! of
religion in the Newport and Eaton Free Baptist
and C. Baptist churches, Province of Quebec.

of

music,

Bro.

SEVERAL persons have professed relizion
Meredith, N. II., and a precious revival is
progress in New Hampton.
°

in a lecture to the Germans the other day
used this language:
My people on Sanday morning go to
church, and on Sunday

-

thirty or more to his church the past month, and
he and his devoted wife are hard at work
for
future victories, and expecting other additions
goon. Among the many cases of marked inter,
est was an aged man, with bis whiteded locks,
bending on his cane, making his way"
to the
anxious seat for the first time in his life, follow
edby ns daughter of 44 years, and she by he
son.
Thus three generations bowed side by side
at the merey seat, and all found Jesus, and have
been received into the church,
J. BOYD.

* to the despotic demands of this infidel ,minority than in the

|

of the church, Dec. 20.

however, consists more in the disposition of
politicians and sensation hunters.to cater

themselves.

Q. M.,

Manchester and Caledonia church.
In conse‘quence of sickness in the families of some of the
members of churches who were expected and
there being
a protracted meeting in oR See with
the Cherry Valley church, the ation afice was
small, Jet we trust it wus a profitable season to
those that met.
Next session with the Cherry Valley church,

ELMIRA, N. Y.—Bro. Aldrich has witnessed a_
most precious work of grace in his church.
Sixteen more were baptized in the new baptistry

fourths of our population, for there are
quite
a
number:
of Sabbath-observing
foreigners to hear from besides:
:

of the

h

piety
and earnest work is far below what it
ought to be in this Q. M, - The expressed desire
of the brethren is a refreshing work of grace.
We would bespeak in behalf of this Q. M., the
prayers of her friends and God’s people generally.
J. W. BURGIN, Clerk.

day,

REV. L. B. STARR
lies dangerously ill of
hemorrhage of the lungs at his home in Dale,
N.Y.
At the time the Intelligence was sent wus
he was in a precarious condition, but the church
was praying earnestly for his recovery.
Let all
our brethren join in the petition.

origin of all this prohibitive legislation.

feature

taken

- REV. D. H. ADAMS entered upon the pastorate
of the Farmington, N. H., church, last Sabbath.

in their influence, are a erying sin
Holy Sabbath, are the sole.cause and

The alarming

GC

Boox Co. Q. M,—Held its Dec. term with the

ligious creed teaches them that Sunday is
too sacred for any but religious gatherings,
that the classic melodies of the masters in
the realm of harmony are intolerable disharmony toa
. amusements,

from

news came to us of the great calamity
and Sabbath morning a collection of

-

tans alone, the men and

Rev.H: F. Dickey,

Truss

burns, and will cure rheumatism

ather fruit from the seed there sown}in faith.
e were favored with the presence and labors of

and at Conference meeting passed resolutions
expressing their regret over 43 resignation and
highly ' complimenting Bro. C. as a man and
minister. *

1 claim in all seriousness that the Puri-

Centaur

did not see so great expression of the answer

| preached the “word Co

This

allay pain, subdue swellings, heal

to prayer there as we desired, yet we hope the
barvest time will come when we may be able to

conversion.—~Bro.
of $30 from his

on Thanksgiving

The

F

Portland, Me,

Broadway, N.Y, City, who send circulars free when
requested.

People, Hearts came filled with anxiety
and
onging for the revivalof God’s work. Although
we

pre-eminent.

‘mail everywhere by The Elastic Truss Co., No. 083

a

soclal meetings were full of life and vigor, bears
ing testimony to the zeal and faithfulness of the

REV. A. CURTIS having resigned the pastorate
of the Salem, Nebraska, church, his friends gave

him a valuable donation

Q.M.

stands

foxds immediate relief; is Worn night and day with
ease, Retains the rupture absolutely in every case
and should
not be removed during the few weeks
necessary to effect a cure. Sold at a moderate
price. Quite durable. This new truss is sent by

A. J. KIRKLAND, Clerk of Council. |

good, looking well to the good of the

Mich

highly

future,

Elastic Truss

:

Waterbury River/ Dec. 11—13. One of the bes
and most profitgble
sessions we have had for 3
long time was
keld, The spirit of conference was

. educated and influential German, delivered
A REVIVAL is reported in the South Zorra
a lecture on the subject. The positions | church, under the labors of Rev. J. 8. Harring-

the

.

HUNTINGTON Q/M.—Held its last session

Recently Mr. Edmund

in

Asa weglth producing power in restoring to
useful labor an army of Ruptured men, the new

will take up the work there so well begun?

thing but
a quiet New

doubtedly. Mr. J. argues
repeal of all Sunday laws
they are in violation of the
lican institutions. Here is
paragraph:

nant by the Clerk of the.Council ; Pray®¥ of con
secration by Rev. A. J. Kirkland, of Lynn;
Right hand of fellowship by Rev. J. E. Dame, of

va-

Ministers and Churches.

ly

A Paper
for Young People.—The Youth’s Companion, of Boston, is one of the most judicious and
er terprising sheets in the country, and in breadth
of miscellaneous reading, has no superior.

:

Mrs D

STLAS CURTIS,

PIKE'S TOOTH-ACHE DrOPS—Cure mn one minute.

Who

yef, owing to the strong German. influence,
the day has for
a long time been like any

tained by the Germans

Rev,

uba, Rutherford Co, N C,

Mrs A W Dutton, Cen Ossipee,
N'H,
John Bishop,
Toledo, Towa.
X

Concord, N, H.

as the Moun
The exercises
the Bible as
by Bro. L. G.
church Goves

Lowell,

Station, Ill, have

cant by the recent death of Bro. Thoms.

bill,

taken are worthy of note because™

by

Maria H Lane, Busch Hill. Ohlo,

ML Riaukinehi,

v 8 Curtis, Concord, N H, pledged at Gen Conf,

'“ TEMPTING DEATH.

After the reading and accepting the Articles of

Rev. E.J. DoyLE1s engaged in a revival effort in Lynn, Mich. Five bave already found
the Saviour.—Bro. Doyle lately received a dona-

a

prayer

Saco, Me,

'h & eong, Danville,

Every man or woman ‘afflicted with a cough or
cold whieh he or she takes NO Measures to arrest,
18 tempting death, There is not a drug store in the
land where Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar
may not be procured, and there is no ailment of the
lungs or throat tending to consumption or bronchitis, which it is not competent to cure. Do not suffer cold to accumulate on cold, but arrest the first
symptoms of pulmonary disease, and tone and ino
vigorate the breathing organs with this wonderful

and the letters of a few coming from churchej
outside of Lowell, were read by the.Clerk of thé]
Council, :
3
b remedy,

cheerful tone.

evening

its

Geo. 8. Ricker, of Lowell.
The lctters of those
intending to join the new church were bande
in, and a‘list of the names of all (twenty-five

Chicago. Though not yet having reached
the point where the theaters dare risk the
announcement of a

with

with

& Sawyer,

8 B Given, Bowdoinham, Me,

A friend,
Nathan
Egtate of
per
Charlotte

* Ivory in coral set,
>
When ’twixt parties’ lips you see,
SOZODONT, ’tis safe to bet,
Beautifles the ivory.

1.

Davis,so well known both in the East and West.

The agitation

of the Sunday amusement question in New
York has opened afresh the discussion of
the general subject of Sunday sanctity in

proceeded

The meeting was opened

down once a day with an ox team to speak to
the peopld. We have only a small room in a
tavern or boarding hoiise in which to hold our

Rev. A. H, Huling, Manager.

Y
\'

\
work,

A. L. Houghton,
of Lawrence, Mass. The object
of calling the Council,
the prospects of sustains
inga church, etc., were briefly stated by Rev.

the grasshopper scourge.
Me is preaching regularly at Arrapahoe, of which he says: ‘‘ The
people in town have a Sabbath school.
I am
tour miles away, and my nephew takes me

RY

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.

This wlafor thine SAMAR:

clining years in the region so sadly devastated by

all the property in'its possession.

on

Fuller, I. B: Piper.
The Council then

C.
W.

pects and is keenly felt by all.
From a private letter we learn some facts.of
interest to the many friends of Rev. Thomas
Nebraska
compelled

Health, Comfort and Economy are promoted by
using Frank Miller's Leather
Preservative and
WaterproofOil Blacking.
861

A.

were appointed to fill the vacancies in the Coun

to his many friends and much

work again,

E, Dame,

cil:=Wm., G. Howe, D. R. Wallace,
Latham, J, H. Caverly, A. C. Russell,

Bro. D. in seeking a home and place of labor in

amount greater than..the present worth of

Comments

him

J.

appointed Chairman of the Council, and Rev. A.
J. Kirkland, Clerk." The following brethren

denly in the midst of the most encouraging pro

inational schools for forty years,at one-third

out cash, or

restore

1s

Jefferson, 8. B. W. Davis, A. L. Houghton, Yor
‘J. Kirkland. Bro. L. G. Howe, of Lowell,
was

fully hoped thats few weeks of such treatment

Burr, 300; Expenses ol Williams Burr's
Funeral and Monument, 800; Mrs. William
Burr,400; Christian, Freeman, 12,187.43;
New York Office of the Siar, 8,860.24;
Historical Library, 80; Advertising denom-

of usual ratés, 8,000; Sundries,

Bro, L. G. Howe, Rev’s

ed by a nervous attack so as to be utterly unable
to engage in any mental labor. His physicians
peremptorily prescribe removal and rest for a
time as indispensable to recovery. It is prayer

+ Deputa-

tions to England,
' 1,406.71;
General

Education

Geauga Seminary,

Seminary,

for by

mes

¥8 Gnaal Orimnd, neae Valley,
Valley, N Y .
D A Ambrose, Melvin Village, N i.
J H Bartlett, Temple Mills, Me.

the churches

Next session with the Clear Creek church.
there assembled, Dec. 23, at: Mount Verson Rev. Wm.
U.
Edwards
is appointed
to
Chapel, Lowell, Mass., the following mem
preach the opening sermon,
Pn
Ilr
:
+
Wu.
U,
EDWARDS,
Clerk.
of a Council appointed to organize a ghurch at
the said chapel, viz i=
:
;

readers to hear, that Rev. J. MALVERN, the beloved pastor of the Chicago church, is prostrat-

College, 8,981.42;

all

Books. for 18151

Moses W Brown, Ossipee, N H.
Huldal M later, N Sterling, Con,

in the Q. M. Spirituality prevailed during’ the.
meeting. There was a report of revival interest
| from two of the churches in the Q. M., Villanovia and Ellington.

In accordance with the previous notification,

"Iv gives us pain to announcs, as it will our

Mission “Society, $12,800;

‘Home Mission

8. W. CownLy

from

Sacred Music

Lyme, Ohio.

© H Davis, Theo, Sem., Lewiston, Me.

CHATAUQUE
Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Cherry Creek
church,
Dee, 12 & 13, There

was a good attendance

8 New

M Babb, Strafford, XH, |"

Wm Juiningham, Litchfield Corner, Me.
OL Head,
New Haven,
NY,

progressed

. From the Kansas frontier among our bret.

This work has moderately

J M Crandall,

»

of Confer-

direction

EC ——

-

the

AR, JANUARY 6,
, il.

the necessities and claims of the Institution with
THE churtiugg vq ona, Ill, enjoying2 thethi labors
thut earnestness and interest that is so characterof Rev, J, C. Giffora_ has recently built a neat Fuller, rendered additionally interesting bymthe istic-of him. A ~ollection was taken for the
and convenient house ve
worship which was: reception into the church of four promising Female Foreign Mission Society, amounting to
12.56, and one for Domestic
Missions, amountdedicated on Sunday, the of (wig, Prof. Dunn youths, and in connection the celebration of
$6.72, *
:
.
preached the dedication sermon Witix aparacterthe Lord's Supper. In the evening 2 8. 8. schol ; nto
Next session with the 2d Hancock church.
istic ability,
Said
;
By
ars camg to the anxious seats, attended by their
:
.
0. W. Young, Clerk.

minathe Belablishment, 4 Thé entire denoMorn
the
of
ort
supp
in
tion was
then unite
ran up to
ing Star; the subscription list
ena led
more than 12,000. and the . rofits,
under
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preached on the Sabbath, by Bro’s Parks and
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the Board,

.
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Snow--Mrs 8
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D Smith—S H Small—L O. Smitha =
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Rev A Palmer,
“8 Bowden,
“J Young, N
( rain,
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MAIL.
Masonville, Iowa,
W Waterville, Me.
Dixmont, Me.
Plymouth, Vt.

Moon, Fairfield, Til.

;

/

”
«A W spencer, Pierpont. Ohio,
«J W Ingerick. stony Fork, Tioga Co, Penn.
R Carpenter, Fleetville, i'oun.
“
«EK Tibbetts, Agency City. lowa.
++ 1, Hutchins, Garland, me.
+ sv Geo Wheeler, New shoreham. RT.
+ M Fo'som, KE Parsonstield, Me,
«+ BS Gerry, Dexter. Me,
»
wv § Wheeler, Chestervil'e, Me,
«J 8 Harrington “Woodstock, Ont,
4
Me,
Atkinson.
«+ F A Palmer,
w MC Henderson, Lyn lan Cen, Vt,
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latest and best book

HOME

P,W.ZIEGLER

EDITION

JUST ISSUED.

ONLY 50 CENTS A GAME,
Which is the best, to spend one or two dollars for
an evening at the theater or conoart,or same amount

for games that shall furnish elevating entertain
ment for the whole family every evening for months ?
Home attractions are always safe.
Send fitty cents for-Avilude, and threa cent stamp
for

catalogue of all our parlor games.

WEST

& LEE GAME

CO., Worcester, Mass.
261
;

.

WILTON

LY

COLLEGIATE:

INSTITUTE

WILTON, MUSCATONE CO., 10WA.

his

& C0,
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BIBLE.
S¢nd for ciroular.
Springfield, Mass

SUBSCRIBE TO-DAY

THE WAYSIDE,
FREE!

SPECIMENS
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offerd to agents

LIFE »:sis

Large sales for the holidays.

A NEW

Night

Our Father’s House, &0
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mas eve, with shining eyes, they all hung up 1 ble cake and drink wine at a sondved differtheir stockings. Freddie's was seamed and ent places, whilg the women sit and smile

On the Threshold. —1874-1875.
C. BLODGEIT.

—

W—

Pause, in thy, flight a moment, 0 swillly passing
7. .
year} ®
For we would Jook at parting once mole with
in thine eyes;
‘Would-once again live over thy sunny owls of
cheer;
Aud summgen pp before us thy gladdest memores.

Oh! fair wert thou, young

first

when

stranger,

we looked on thee,

When first thy gentle footsteps
the earth;

fell

lightly on

And fair #t thou in leaving, though on thy brow
we

see

A shade of tender
careless mirth.

siduess,

Not all, .not allof sweetness,

where

once

O year,

was

thy cup

has given!
Some drops have there been mingled bitter
indeed though few ;
But though we loved God’s sunshine, w hen from
that sunshine riven,
Shall we not walk, unfearing, among his shad.
ows, too?
Some blessings were denied us for which we
blindly prayed,
/
But gifts as fair and precious lie close along

Mary's was plain, Kate's was embroidered
silk, Johnny's yas gaily fashioned in stripes
of red and black, there was a stitch dropped in Nellig's, and Tim's (how did it happen P) had a little hole in the toe. One
was long, another was short; one was wide,
another was slim ; one was white, another
was gray ; one hung in the chimney corner,

another on the bed-post; ¥et somehow
Nicholas found them all, and

St.

bestowed

mich thought wpon one as upon

as

another;

only that it was necessary to put the largest
package into the one with the hole ‘in the
toe, because little things would: be almost
sure to fall through ; and the lightest things
had tobe put into the silk stocking, because
it wasn’t strong enough to Hold much substance.
When I saw the joyously expectant faces
of the little Hartshorns on Christmas eve
and heard their merry hopes and wishes,
their guesses and.

I was ready

their

shouldn’t-wonders,

to say - as Somebody

said,
J Backward, roll bae kward,
flight,
Make me a child again just for

them

singing,

and

sweeter

‘What though our cross is heave? they wear a
diadem ;
They walk a fairer country, and shall we call

and then Timmediately*repented of request-

that she didn't dare to speak to me because

I * held my bead so high™® Why not _forget yesterday's pron resolve that I would
be independent,

and

with

_Johupys

faith

men—some

friends

real engine, into a commoh stocking. You'd

tenance, ‘‘that has had more

influence than

Dimple’s Dressmaker.
De

who

=

tended to be. and do, it deserves both condone,
and commendation.

Only they and more experimental

can digest. very strong ‘meat will find it

worth the while to sit down to the board which
Dr. Hickok has loaded with mental

—

pemmican.

Cousin Rath was sewing on Dimple’s It is the third volume in the series which he has
lately sent out, and they embody the hard and
new red dress. Dimple sat watching her, intense thinking of his Whole manly life,
chatting and smiling, till the dimples on
Edited by Ralph
Ral
Waldo Emerson.
Ler little round cheeks grew deeper and "PARNASSUS.
Boston : JamesR, Osgepd & Co. 1875. ostave,
ceeper and deeper, while her face looked
pp. 634.
One would hardly look for Emerson to cull and
further irritate him, so I simply remarked as happy as happy could be.
After a while. Dimple grew tired of transcribe a large number of gems from the whole
that he seemed to be driving faster.
broad field of English and 4merican poetry such
“Yes,” said he, whipping his reindeer in- sitting still, even to see her new dress as struck and cheered him,and then to give them

to a smart gallop, “I’m going to a fine

nade, and said to Cousin Ruth,

old

to the} public, carefully classified, indexed, and
made availableto the reader.
But just this is
what he has done, and the result is before us in
a most magnificent volume, outwardly beautiful

yonder in the | “ Play that you was a dressmaker, ”
+ Well, * said Ruth.
know how to]
So
Dimple left the room tor about two
fire-places with
them—shining minutes, then came back with her water
brass andirons, big back-logs and a merry proof cape and hood on, and a pair of old
crackling blaze. Hi there, Vixen! There kid gloves, which were much too large for
the children have been playing wild rol- ber, on her little fat hands. In her arms
licking games all this evening, and’ there was a bundle, which she lad on her lap, as
they have hung their stockings by the big she sat down beside Cousin Rath, saying,
“My mother wanted me to come over
fire-place in the kitchen! Go ‘long there,
and see if you could make me a new
hi! hi!”
The old ma
snow in a glow of de- dress,
“ Why, really, I donot see how 1 can, I
light. He crae ed his whip and shouted to
his reindeer.
e gallant creatures seemed bave so much sewing to do,” said Rath.
to catch his enthusiasm, gnd they dashed “You see, I am making a dress for my lit
farm-house that stands dpwn
valley. There the people
live. There are great open
grand old wood-fires in

enough for-the holidays or any other season, and
comprising a variety and wealth of living thought
and forcible and brilliant’ expression that may
well

have, therefore,

made

it a

rule

never

the story.

Sermon
—_

on

Push.

What a Little Girl Did.

feel

rich.

It is some-

tive minds will at once accept as the result of a
eclecticism that seldom misses the gold and is almost sure tawdetect and, spurn the dross. The
preface, though not long, is full of seed thoughts,
and even the details of the classification are in-

J

proofs of a pains-

taking thoughtfulness; and, unlike much of it, it
will secure

the

strong

who reject his special
igien.

Both

approval

of multitudd

philosophy of life and re-

the compiler

will have the hearty
public.

aspects of religious

truth. - Buch topics as the following come up for
consideration: The Bible, The Apostelie Clris.
tian, Sin, Temptation, Faith, Christian Servics,
The Indwelling Christ, Pain and

and Joy.

and

the

publishers

thanks of a large

reading

Sorrow, Peace

There-are more than twenty

of (hese

colloquial exercises ; the freedom used by the va.
rious members of the company in carrying on the

study is large, pleasant and discreetly exercised;
the varied questions are discussed with fresh
ness

and force

and in a way

that

makes

them

take a strong and vital hold of the deeper bature,
and ought to make them very helpful to the
hearts that are earnest to grow

pure and Strong

in the way of godliness. Mrs, Prentiss has been
an especial favorite with a large number of truly
religious minds ever since they found her “Stepping Heavenward" 80 helpful, This last book
may imply more breadth of view and require
more careful thinking than did the earlier one,
but ju aim, tendency and influence it will be
found very similar to that,
The collection of religions Poems, by thé coms.

piler of *The Changed Cross,” is everything that

one

would

expect

from

that

source,

and

that

would naturally follow such antecedents. They
are very choice things, whether considered on

their literary or their religious side. They embody genine poetry, and they speak to the deep.

er consciousnag

of the soul. They strike

chords, and pr

edem

many

for the heart in a

Like all Emerson’s. great variety of m

dices to a noticeable genius.
work, the volume abounds in

. There is not one among
them all but will come to the spirit with a precious ministry if it is allowed to aot freely on the
reader. The outward beauty of the volume harmonizes admirably with the inward excellence,
It is a choice gift for one Christign triend to put
into the hand of another, and there will be in it
something of the quality of a heavenly benediction.

HEADS AND TAILS; Studies and Stories of Pets.
By. Grace Greenwood.
New
York: J. B.

Dr. Plumer has preparéd a pleasant, suggest.
ive and comforting

little volume

for

those

who

Ford & Co. 1875. 12mo. pp. 185. Sold by Lee
& Shepard.
Grace Greenwood never writes or speaks without exhibiting the marked vivacity and bril-

find life burden-ome, trying, bafling, and at
times bitter. He evidently writes out of an experience which enables him to understand the

liance, the exuberance of spirits and the incisive

trials and sorrows that press on other hearts, and

working of a keen and bright mind. ' This vel-

his plain, simple

and

well-chesen

words seem

ume, devoted to Pets, a few of which are hu- saturated with a genumme sympathy which the
man, while the rest belongto what are account- tried and sorrowful will not miss or ful to prize,
ed the lower orders of life, embodies both her The weary ones who walk the earth or toil jn it
tastes and genius, The general habits of ani- are very many; they need a gracious and cheermals have evidently been studied
with care, ing word; and more or less of them wil find
while the special characteristics of some favor- here what they crave ard prize,
ite parrots, Kittens, dogs, horses, toads, grass- STELLA AND THE PRIEST; or, The Star of Rock.
hoppers, &e¢., are most admirably sketched, and
burn.
By Laurie Loring. ston}
D. Lotu=
rop & Co. 1870, 16mo. pp. dvd
the fund of anecdote and incident is a most ample and attractive one, The wide sympathy and
Those BOYS. By
Faye
Hitutingion.
Same
the choice-and abounding sentiment of the auPublishers, &e. 16mo. pp. 331.
thor find ample expression in these attractive
A brace of good books that lack neither a defipages.
Itis a fine holiday édition that is here nite purpose nora live soul, The first is espe.
offered us,
Paper, type, illustrations, and bind- | clully meant to set forth the spirit and methods
ing are all of superior excellence, and happily in which the Romish priests and their helpers
match the charming contents, so that the book | work, and often very effectively here among us,
at once plea-es thé eye and exhilarates the mind.
to win proselytes to the papal church.
The
subtle influe nces that are kept in action in the
Tae WHE
HAND.
A
Story of Noblesse
Oblige.
By Ella Farman.
Boston: D. Loth- convents and select schools maintained by Catholics, to win over the children of prot:stant parrop
Co. 1875. 12mo. pp. 261.
These ‘bublishers aré constantly widening the ents, and the almost desperate appeals made by
sphere of their work, while keeping alive all the the show of authority to such as are timid and
imaginative,~these are set forth in a vivid and
earlier inte rest and enterprise that especially aim

to supply the best quality ot Sunday

school liter-

ature. This book illustrates their idea of expangion. Itis a _novel,~a genuine, well-planned,
forcibly written and stirring productofl a wideawake young woman with a soul full of life and
‘a pen under the guidance of an artistic brain and
a skillful hand.
She has written several other
. volumes, not one of which lacks heart, or gharacter, or eftectiveness,
Her spirit is profoundly

religious

while

must

a dull

be

thoroughly
heart

and

practical, and
a

weak

that

conscience

which do not answerto her appeals,

In this

book she has embodied more power than in any
previous effort. . Her ,chief heroine, Millicent
Chullis, finely illustrates” the obligations of the
favored

to use their special powers fog the profit

of the less favored. She paints her characters
to the life. Vigor and grace are blended in her
style, and the gentle affcctions and the vigorous
purpose are alike ministered unto by the book.
The young author honors herself in writing it;
it is a creditable outcome of her past; it is propheticof a chegring future; and if the recogni-

tion awaitiog it accords with its merits, it will
have a wide reading and no doubtful popularity.

ESTELLE.

A Novel.

author of

--a,p)

When cousin Will was at home for vacation the boys always expected plenty of fun.
The last frolic before he went back to his
studies was a long tramp after. hazle-nuts.
As they were hurrying along in high glee,
they came upon a discouraged-looking man
and a discouraged-looking cart. The cart
was standing before an orchard. The man
was trying to pull it up hill to his own

possessor

subtile and original mind; it is really a marvel
ous collection of the choice things found in the
great empire of poetry. and. which all apprecia-

lo].

A

make the

thing more than an index to the tastes of a rarely

Wily
anything else in causing the general inditference
with
which
I
am
now
regarded.”
‘Christmas Stockings.
house. The boys did not wait to be imvited,
‘And what's that” I asked. *
nt
BY ADDIE L, WYMAN,
but ran to help with a good will.
“ Push!’
"“Furnace-heat,” he said. “What sensiv
A ady, who thought she woald do some dg I" was the cry.
ble person, old or young, could expect a
. Can any sage individual, with a geniu
The man brightened up; the cart trunfellow with a bag on his. back, to come good, called together some poor little. girls |
for conundrums, tell me what virtue dwells down 4 flue and through an ‘ifon register? on Saturday afternoon to teach them sew- dled along as fast as rheumatism would do
in the stocking, that
good St. Nicholas It would be absurd to try to made even a ing. She got two or three to help her, and it, and.in five minutes they all stood pantshould choose to Topi his benevolence child believe that anything of the sort is they gathered together quite a number of ing av the top of the hill,
on that particular. braveh of domestic econ’ possible.”
+ Obliged to ye,” said the man; * you
poor children whose parents did not attend
:
omy?
.
And then he put away his bag and took church. There was present one little girl just wait a-minute;” and he hurried into
The fact, that he does so is a fixed star in the lines again, with a look of resignation.
whose mothér had died, and whose father the house, while two or three piok-aproned
the juvenile firmament ; and “if any_three
kept
a small store or shop. They were children peeped out of the door,
“It’s all wrong,” said I, “all wrong!
- words can make little Bands clap and send The old way was the best.”
talking about the holy Sabbath, and the ‘ Now, boys,” said cousin Will, *¢ this
little caps’ turning somersaults in the air
“No doubt of it,” said he, “but: what can ‘wrong of doing any work on Sabbath, and is a small thing; but I wish we could all:
they are Christmas and Santa Claus and you expect? Everything old is changing, the thought took Lold on the little girl's take a motto out of it, and keep it. for life.
stockings.
'
mind. They\did not know who she: was, ‘Push! it is just the word: for a grand,
changing, changing.”
.
* When Willie doesit hang his stocking
but she went home, and on Saturday. even- clear morning.
“How about old furniture?” I Mio
where he can reach it the moment that his “That seems popular enough.”
ing she said to her father, throwing her
wif anybody isin roils, and you sce it,
~ eyes open on the twenty-fifth of December,
don't gtind back ; push!
Fi
‘“That’s changing, 00,” he answered. arms around his neék 3
you may be sure that thoughts of razors “Coming down out of the garret into the
* Father, you arc a good ather. 1 love
“ Whenever there’s a kind thing, a Chrisand tall bats and the manly prerogative of parlor.
As to people in general, I scarce- you; but,” said she “tf gometi nes you are tiau thing, a happy thing, a pleasant thing,
/being solicited, * Pleasebe so kind as to ly know what to made of them. There will naughty.”
whether it is your own or not, whether it is
;
‘favor us, Mr. Jones,” instead of *¢ Here, goon be no such thing as Chii<tmas, Here“ Why,” said he, * What makes you rat home or in town, at church or at school,
dh and * There, Will,” are chasing abouts it's losing ground every year, and talk so P"
just help with all your might; push!”
each other; in a confused jumble, through New Year's Day is taking its place. . ‘The
11,” said she, ** sometimes you keep| At that moment the farmer came out with
i
.
open on Sunday, and you know a dish of his wife's best doughnuts; and a
jolly ola Christmas festivities are almost re
; iabors is blessed with a forgotten, and the young men are satisfied you never did so'when mother was alive, dish of his own best apples ; and that was
the end of the little sermon.—Selected.
iy
guodly number of children ; and on Christ- to trot around on New Year's Day and nib- and it is naughty.”»
~
i

di

for strong and digciplined minds.

orin a cellar furnace! I hate furnaces!
They're the inventiot of the devil, sir, and
pure air and pure Christianity are dying out

suffer my voice to rise above a certain key ;
For when our trembling footsteps the vale of rain the vessel or the stocking. And there's
and
by a careful observation of this rale, 1
scarcely
a
girl
in
the
land
who
wears
a
death have trod,
stocking large enough to hold a doll's have entirely mastered my natural temper.’ ”
The temple where we worship will be the court
of heaven,—
Here, Nutcrackers, is one more anecdote
trunk, farnished with silk dresses, bonnets,
The pupils, saints and angels,—the one great
snd all the necessary undeyclothes. So I for you, Iu is on fresh air. I think we un-|
Teacher, God.
have to confine myself to such things as derstand this subject better than they do in
bear a proper proportion to the feet and Iceland. According to what a traveler
legs of children. There is one thing,” said says, the Icelanders object to let-ting it
he, turning upon me his still jolly old coun- into their houses. But we must wait for

@he Family Circle,

IRA

URBANE AND H18 FRIENDS, By) Mis, E. Prosi
tiss, author of
Seppe 3Heavenward,” ele.
To"LOGIC OF REASON Tuiversal and Eternal.
New York: Anson
Randolph, 1874,
i ry ures P.
p Hickok, D D., LL.D, Boston:
What's all that to the grand old tinses we you"—and she nestled up close to him.
12mo.
pp.
287.
:
Shepard,
1875.
“RD
Pp.
192
:
used to have? But, as I said before, what
He tried to put her away, but she would
gl
Toi y that this book is a ripe product of one of THE CHAMBER OF PEACE
can you expect? There are men now, who have ler arms around his neck.
ms, Ay eelen and editedd by jhe compiler
the strongest and most analytic of thinkers, and
‘“ Now, father,” she continued, “" don’t that it brits over with strong logic and profound
80 so fur'as to assert that matter contains
within itself the promise and -pdtency
keep open the store any more,”
| metaphysics, is to put the truth in the case very
pp. 288.
evéty form of life! Woald you expect the
On Sunday morning he was restless, He mildly. The aim is to give us the elements ofa A WORD 10 THE WEARY. By Will
D. D. Same
ll,
children of such persons to hang ap their didn’t go to open the store as usual, find logical system and method that shall be at once Ha
in
+.
stoekings P"
:
;
said he would wait till after breakfast. Fi- concrete amd universal, and that, instead of is-Randolp
l’s personal tastes and general line of
suing in a skepticism that weakens the testi“No,” I said. “I don't think I would.”
nelly he said :
'
mony of religion, meets the Bible gvith hostility publishing are well indicated by the special char.
“Of course not,” said he, with consideraMy Nttle girl, put on your bonnet, and and denial, and even insists that nothing can be | acter borne by these excellent books. Most of
ble asperity for so jovial an old fellow; *‘it we will go to church,
I will not' keep the surely known; shall give us settled. convictions what he sends forth springs from y vital religious
would be entirely out of keeping. Go "long, store open to-day." ’
that doubt can net disturb, and can put revela- experience. and is adapted to ‘minister to the
there! (et up, Vixen! Why, I tell you,
And he went to church for the first time | tion wpon grounds that make it at once valid and: deeper life of the soul. These volumes illustrate
sir, there are not half-aflozen houses in that in some years, and in three or four weeks authévitative. Nothing save a thorough and de- that remark. The first purports to be a series of
liberate reading of the book will enable one to colloquial talks which a pastor held with such of
town behindus that I ‘tould get into/ If that man was converted, and all through comprehend the positions taken, and appreciate his parishi
oners as were interested fp
to.
you do manage to squeeze down a chintney, the soft, kind entreaty of that little child. — the keen discernment and vigorous reasoning gether, once a week, to listen silentipbr come
join in
you're pretty sure to land in a kitchen fire, Bishop Simpson.
| which make every page a study aud a drill even the eonver:ation that aimed’ to elicit the deeper

and some .strangers—till the day.is done.

&

Ay! soon will clearer knowledge hy Love Divine
be given,

’

" Biterany Review.

to-night hang up my stocking and lay me
down to sleep with Johnny's prayer, to
Nay, rather, with rejoicing we’ll softly speak of wait patiently, not for Johnny's saint, but
them
. tile-cousin now.”
.
for Johnny's Saviour to give my hearts over the snow at the top of their speed.
As passed beyond the !valley to hold a light
desire? Why not? Johuny isn’t more anx*¢ And my dress is just ’xaetly like ( it,”
“Isn’
this—rather—rapid
?”
said
I,
as
I
ahead.
ious for a pair of skitas’than I am for gome-, oltng fast to the side of thd sleigh.
said Difple, opening the bundle and . dieO year of woe and gladness, of memories deep
thing wherewith to glide over the slippery
“Oh, yes!” he shouted, ‘this is the right playing the skirt of the dress which she had
and strong,
places of this life ; and Johnny doesn’t want sort of driving. This is the way people go brought with ber.
The tide that bears thee onward is setti ng out
a jack-knife more than 1 the philosopher’s when they want to.get there. Hi! hi!
«So it is,” said Ruth, tying to act as
from shore !
stone which transforms base metal into Away with you, you rascals!
There's the business-like as possible.
Glide on,—a hush of silence falls over wail and
gold for Dr. Faithful and Des. Sunshine. _house, right before us !”
“And can’t you possibly make it?”
song;
:
I'm going.to my grandGlide on,—the dim past claims tkee, and thou Why Dea. Black didn’t kiave. it, too, must
“Are you.
g to drive—on top?” said asked Dimple.
have been because, instead of banging up I, almost brgathless from the rapidity of father's next week, and need it very much
art ours no more.
his stocking, he just threw it over the back
to wear, 'cause my others are getting so
the ride.
Another year is coming whose path we may not
of a chair in the dark and it fell down.
ghort I'm” pos’tively” ashamed
to wear
“Certainly
he
cried.
“But
you
needn't
trace;
So I am going to hang up my stocking. be afraid. I just take that SW first, then them.”
.
No stain of sin nor sorrow is on her forehead
I don’t think it will be just right in every up to the roof of the kitchen, and then,
““Inthat case I must try to do it for
fair;
particular. 1 think it will be too long or clig! and away to the top of the house !”
you, "said Ruth, “if I have to sit up nights
She waves a hand to greet us, uplifis a smiling
too short, too wide or too narrow, or too
face
At this he rose, and stood up in the sleigh, for it.”
And points us to the future,—our only hope
ornamenta! or too plain, perbaps with a cracking his whip and shouting to his
«I sthil Be so glad if you can,” said
.
is there.
Poy dropped
stitch
and
perhaps
with
a steeds at the top othis voice.
Dimple,in the most polite manner possible.
hole in the toe. I don’t think it will be of
The reindeer dashed forward like mad— *“ But I must be going now, for my mothO ye who
till are treading the downward
silk or woo) or cotton or of any very tangi:
path of sin,
they reached the shed, they bounded up, er will be'needing me to help her take cage
A tender Father’s welcome is waiting you ble material, but I think if will be filled, the runners struck the eaves with a bang, of the children.”
to-day
and in case that poor litfle hole should and out I shot into a snow-bank.
At this speech, Ruth laughed, because
There is for you a message, a heaven for you to prove a reality,I think the
Muster of Christ
‘Dimple was ali the baby her mamma bad,
win,
mas will be as kind as its patfqn saint’ and
even if she was five years old.
And stiH a season left you in which to learn
will make the package so large that it can The Quaker and the Merchant.
Then Dimple put on her gloves again,
the way.
not fail through.
carefully buttoning them, and went into the
O Christians! toiling upward with slow and
When my fortune is compared with that
**A merchant in London had a dispute bed-room, which she called going home.
a
cautious feet,
Johns and Kates and Marys with with a Quaker respecting the settlement of In abont three minutes and ‘a half she rethe
of
Doing some little seryiee, with patience, for
heads as high as mine, Iam sure we shall au account, The merchant was determin. turned, and coming up to Ruth, said,
your Lo
find the strongest “stocking’ to bear the ed to bring the question into court, a proFaint not,—the Masters promise to you is sure
* I've come to see if my dressiI brought
and sweet,—
gréatest weight and to hold. of the same ceeding to which the Quaker objected. De- 1 you last week is doue yet.”
To * run and not be weary” may yei be your
siring to make a last effort, the Quaker callthing thé greatest wealth.
* No, it’s .not quite finished yet,” said
reward,
ed at his house one morning, and inquired Ruth; “ we must try it on, you see, to
The departure of Christmas, and manus from Santa Claus; but of the servant if his master was at home. know if it is right.”
¥
The whitening fields of harvest are stretching | hood, separates
Ais nor angels, nor The merchant, hearing the inquiry and
jor
death,
neither
¢
wide in view;
So Dimple put on the little polonaise and
knowingthe voiee, called aloud from the went to the glass, and turned one way,and
No need.of
any idlers,— there’s Work enough’ principalities, nor powers, nor things presfor all;
:
nor hight, mor top of the stairs, ‘Tell that rascal that I am the other, in such a comical manner, that
ent, nor things tq come,
To spread the name of Jesus, this is eur work to depth, nor any ogher creature, shall be able
not at home.”
The Quaker, looking-up to- Ruth could not help laughing outright to
do,
from the love of God, which
us
separate
to
ward
him,
calmly
said, ‘Well, friend, God see how readily little girls can copy the
Ere the new year has faded and fled beyond
7
is
in
Christ
Jesus
our
Lord.”
put
thee
in
a
better
mind.’
: manners of older ones before the lookingrecall.
m
“The merchant was struck with the ‘glass.
Though fain to fill our chalice with gladness to
meekness of this reply, and having more
Dimple then took off the new dress, and
A: Christmas Sleigh-Ride.
its brim,
deliberately investigated the matter, be- when she bad put on’ her other one, and
Not all our fondest wishes can make Why lives
came convinced that the Quaker was right, Wy on the gloves as before, said she
Mr. Frank R. Stockton was out late one
complete ;
Christmas eve when he fell in with an old and he in the wrong. He requested to see
go home.
Then she turned back, and
They are but human longings, Vague wptrations
dim,
gentleman who invited him iato his sleigh. him, and after acknowledging his error, he said to Ruth,
And so, dear Lord, in meskes; we lay Dem
What then happened he tells “\ia_Scridner said: ‘I have one question to ask you—how
¢ Oh, my mother wants to know if you
at thy feet.
were you able, with such patience, on vari- can make her a ridin’-goat.”
.
=
for January:
The old gentleman patted a bag from be- ous occasions, to bear my abuse?’ ‘Friend,’
Ruth smiled, for * ridin’-goat” was just
We lay them down, and whisper, ¢ O Father!
hind the seat, and taking it on his lap pro- replied the Quaker,‘I will tell thee: I was what Bridget called her new, redingote.
thou art wise;
Puke thou our hands, and lead us, each year » | ceeded to show me some of the contents.
naturally as hot and violent as thou art. I
‘“ Perhaps I can in two or three weeks.”
as we should go;
“They seem to be old- fashioned toys,” I knew thatto indulge this temper was sinful,
“ Itis to be made with- buttons,” sid
Soon will the thin veil vanish that mocks, our
and I found that it was imprudent. I ob- Dimple.
remarked.
~. straining eyes,—
“Yes,” he said with a sigh, “(hese new- served that men in a passion always speak
* Yes, buttons, if nofhing “else,” said
What now we see but dimly hereafter we
loud, and I thought that if I could control cousin Ruth.— Youth's Companion.
fangled
affairs are of no service to me. You
shall know.”
0
I
couldn’t get a paddle-wheel steamer, with a my voice, I should repress my passion.
them dead?

We

different

>,

Why,” said be, ** what makes you talk
way ? Who has put that nonsense into
head
i’ «
.
Father, jt is wrong. You know I ove

else has¥ with the open fire-places. Go long, you
I
Vixen! I expect the next thing will be that
the children will leate off their stockings
0 Time, in thy
altogether.”
I saw that he was getling excited, and I
to-night,”
did not wish to say anything that would

ing such a very humiliating process of
Father Time and gave my full and free con
our way;
And friends, the true and tender, are left to sent that he should continue to roll onward,
the dust from his chariot
-| even though
cheer and aid,
Though some, with. white hands folded, lie wheels should make my brown
hair gray,
cold and still to-day.
and my eyes should grow dim with "watching his sickle among my darling flowers.
Dear loved ones! they have left us;—God’s
ways indeed are dim,—
But why not be a child? Why not forget
But somewhere all our treasures are safe withthat T don’t lack much more than six inches
in his fold;
of being six feet tall, and that- Mrs. Jones
Their lips on earth are silent, but in the heavenbalmost
broke my heart by telling some one
ly hymn
Can we not hear
. than of old?

at a hundred

“
that
your
+
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Archie

Bv Mrs. Aunie Edwards,
Lovell,” etc.

New

York:

Sheldon & Co. 1874. 12mo. paper. pp. 432,
Mrs. Edwards always writes with effective
power. Her brain throbs and her soul flames in
dll the paragraphs of her books. ".8he is never
weak or doubtful, or inclined (0 waste her energy or time in mere sentimentalism.
At times
there is a real dramatic intensity in her method.
This last product of her pen-shows no falling off
in power, or skill, or analysis, or insight, or pa-

thos. We have no space in which to speak of
the plot or to characterize thE details involved in
working it out. It will not be easy for a reader

to lay it down till it is finished,

pe
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ExposITORY NOTES ON THE BOOK OF JQSHUA.
By Howard Crosby,

sity
ert
Sold
The

Chuncellor of the

Univer-

striking way.

Il is meant

decided nate of warning

to be an

against

Romanists fo entrap the minds
persons of our young people,

indirect but

the schemes

and
and

of

hearts and
thus help

themselves forwurd to a controlling positionin
American affairs; Though lacking the highest
literary merit, it is wel}, written, snimated by a

thoroughly religious aim, and teaches and h
at what parents ad young people groaty The
to know,
Those Boys is a book written with more zest
and sparkle, and it is alive with
energy and fer-

vor. Itis a company of boys
that make up a
Sabbath school class wigh whom the volume has
to do. They are wide-awake; they need training; their unschoeled impulses work mischief
when left to themselves, but promise high results when dedicated to Christ and duty. And
we are here shown how the Sunday schoo! la-

bors and the minister’s fidelity and skill operated

to bring out some fine snd cheering results,

It

will furnish suggestions to others who have sucli
stirring boy natures to manage, and are often at
their wits’ end to know how to get on with their

task. For the family circle and the 8, 8. library
1 the book has a message jmportant enough to get
a wide and careful reading.

oy
oF Lost EMPIRES. By P. V.N. Myrs,A. M., ussociate author, with H. M. Myvi of *“ Life and Nature under the Tropics.”
Tilustrated. New York: Harper & Brothers.
1875. 8vo. pp. B81.
One can guess at the value of this book almost
without reading. it. The author being a gentleman of culture, of extensive travel and critical
observation, it only needs to be suid,to convey an
idea of its character, thut it deals historically
with the ruins of Palmyra, Ninevel,
Babylon,

and Persepolis, and contains notes ont India and
the Cashmerian Himyjayas, It is the result of a
| personal tour of the country feasted; and
s
is
a work of real merit.
Bt

o the city of New York: New York. Rab.
Carter & Brothers. 1875. 12mo. pp. 236.
by D. Lothrop & Co.
:
special aim of Dr. Crosby, in the prepara-

Tar COMMUNISTIC SOCIETIES, OF THE "UNITED
STATES,. By Charles Nordhoff, author of
¢ Northern California, Oregon and the Saund‘wich Islands,” * California: for Health, Pleas

Sunday school teachers and others who are occupled with the study of the International Se-

&o. 8vo. pp. 439,
Mr. Nordhoff bag here gathered material which
has helped him to make a highly interesting vol-

tion of this volume, is to furnish needed help to
ries of 8. 8. Lessons, the first

the

part of which, for

current year, is devoted

Joshua,

to this book of

The expositions are plain

and

practi

cal, muking no attempt to deal at length and in
detail with the questions in biblical - criticism

which a technical scholar would 8 eek to solve
out of deference to the exacting intellect. Dr.
CJs object is different and higher. ‘Spiritual
profit is what he seeks, and he.chooses no circuitous route to his goal. The results of scholarly
study are here, though the processes are largely
kept out of sight,” He gives definite answers to
inquirers, though he only now and then stops to
unfold the, reasons for what he believes and
states. He is thoroughly evangelical in the substance of his teaching, and reverent in the tone
which everywhere distinguishes it. He shows
no sympathy with the sBeptical spirit, but” always employs the language and breathes the
spirit of a settled and reverent faith. He finds
no difficulty in accepting the miracles which are
recorded in this pottion of Scripture, and the

divine element that runs through the narrative
of human events is something real and vital in

his view.

Taking the yolume for what it was in:

“,

ure,

and

Residence,”

ete,

Same

Publishers,

ume; partly because of thie interédst
the material itself, and partly from

attaching to
his interest-

ing way,of using it,’ Itis composed of detailed
accounts of such sects and organizations as the «
“ Economists,”
Zoarites,”
*‘ Shakers,”: the

Amana, Oneida (N, Y.), Bethel,
an, and
creeds,
present
volume

Aurora, Icari-

other existing societies, t
r religious
social practices, numbers,
industrios,
condition, &. We know of no other
that gives so much and so reliable infor.

mation on these general topics.

The same Publishers have issued in an octavo

volume of 168 pages Earl Gladstone’s celebrated
political expostulation, entitled THE VATICAN
DECREES IN THEIR BEARING ON CIVIL ALLEGIANCE, To which are added “ A History of the
Vatican Council,” and the Latin and Evglish

text of the Papal Syllabus; and the, Vatican De-

crees. The discussion which the give nature of
Gladstone's expostulation has awalened will be

likely to inducea’ wide rdading of tis volume.

‘Whether the Karl reasons soundly or not his pa.
per has become the subject of almost world wide
comment, and the excitant of deep thought.

°
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o oddest slip of all shall be the last

on its cover, ssunabridged,”
failed utterly, until veryB lately, to include
p

ed to him. If the phrase was treasonable, | its own descriptive sddjective in its list notof
and Me. Weller on trial for uttering it, | words! The word ** unabridged” was
there is not the smallest doubt that he [in the unabridged dictionary.—@. C. ; Egcould be triumphantly . acquitted by his | gleston.
of the

short, from the first to the last page

who read Piokwick

A

who

a thirty-third term,
They do not care
whether this or that man represents them,or
whether one set of men or another live up-

also that —

at

time

for the

—he was under the impression that
Samuel

or

this; too,

Samivel—and

helore

the ‘double glass o' the inwariable” bad
been swallowed.
It I am right in thinking that this singu-

bas

Dickens

lar mistake on the-part of Mr.

never before been pointed out, that fact is
even more surprising than the mistake itself: for do we not, all

delight

“us,

of

in

more

blunders
;

discovering other people's
than in anything else?

But is the mistake a surprisingone, after

for wonder

all? Isn't it rather “a malter

of similar

that works of fiction are not full

errors? Dickens especially might be pardoned a good deal in this way, in consideration of the

number

marvelous

almost

of

people to whom be introduces us in each of
;
his stories.
That writers of fiction do binnder in an
unaccountable way now and then every
novel reader knows, and a very interesting
collection of their slips might be made if a
for instance

hite,

competent writer— Mr.

—could be induced to undertake the task.
Without the slightest idea of undertaking

is in

that there

of sin and want and.misery,

the world. So» auch is being done “all the

while, and yetit is like a breakwater of
pebbles'against tlie infinite sea.
Men and
women want ‘work, and can not get it.

Other men and wonren need workers, and
can not get them, Butto bring the two

classes together in any really permanent
way is as difficalt as it was in our sehool
days to make.a latkspur chain. . The connection issure to break off somewhere. So;
this winter, as in every

since

other winter

we can remember, the sewing society will
meet, and the ladies will make flannel petticoats and ‘ealico gowns; the soup kitch-

ens will open, and

beef

tea

will

be “¥hade"

for the sick, and the poor will be helped
Only the
up; some will be helped down.
Master's words will abide in truth: ¢ The
poor ye haye always with you.”
Hopeless

or

otherwise,

we

however,

must not weary in well doing, but we must

our

try, so far as in us lies, tb cease doing

Personal interest,
helping in the lump.
personal looking afier, individual responit myself, I may mention here two or three sibility, must underlie all alms-giving that
curious literary blunders which I happen to is worth anything to the recipient. = And
Is
remember at the moiZent.
we need not expect much gratitude.
In Lothair, Disraeli made a good many there not reward enough in that sweet word,
well-known persons figure under fictitious low whispered in the inner ear, that sings

names, and in one place he so far lost bimself in his subjectas to write! the name. of
the real instead of thut of the fictitious personage, and the error was pot discovered

until after the first edition of the
heen issued.

book

bad

(Charles Reade makes a mistake in Very
less easily acHard Cash which is much

. Ridiculing the doctors for
counted for.
claiming that the type of disease is changed
when they find it necessary to, reverse
{heir #practicer
says:

© 4 At this rate,

information,
4
?

better

on

‘raining the weak

with

he was

‘with an age to come

three

hundred

tg

the

under-

Work.

on. the Ocean.
—

a

Anrong the extraordinary spectacles some{imes witnessed by those who “go down to

he

{he sea in ships,” none

are more

impressive

than a combat for the supremacy betweenof
The battles
the monsters of the deep.

the sword-fish and ghe whale are deseribed
J
as Homeric in grandeur.
whales,
like
schools
in
go
The sword-fish
and the attacks are regular sea-fights.

Killed
day; and when he observed that it
men like sheep,*and said so, subtit San-

grado,

Combats

#

of their

his.own

of bird-music

to me ?"— Christian gt

Jite-blood was the r.. nt thing in Servantes’s
confounding

a gush

standing soul: ** Inasmuch as ye didit to
the least of these my brethren, ye did it un-

age

years

the two troops meet, as soon

as

the

but through

all

plates.
:
)
:
n the course of time, some ingenious
person conceived the happy idea of having
real plates; the wealthy furnished themselves with valuable ones of silver, and
eventually the common people were provided with such as their circumstances ad-

by

the

carpet-baggers,
i]

element, “have

become,

it will not

cure all our ills unti the south

is at peace,

may

the poor

age

depletion

When

was

v

waiting

atthe

were never forgotten

500

in

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

gate.

those

The

old

poor

Saxon

of ( Family Bibles. Bo

ements of the section reconciled to each other. So long as there exists in the South a
well-recognized and powerful class of men
whosels it is to keep up the dissensions between the two races, t ere can be no peace,

The President that the people want is one
who can devise and execute a policy that
will'barmonize the South, and restore. to
health and soundvess that vast section of
our common country which is now diseased
and which seriously affects the remainder.
If General Grant's policy in the past and
present tends to this restoration,—and be

ROOM

Not more thina
to

14, SPEED

Estate Purciiged and Sold

He earried on a_successful

Fall Terni ploses Friday, October 30, 1874.
Vacation two weeks.

Winter Term begins Monday,

Bums

G.

W.

and

Me., Nov.
Emily H. Sterling, died in Portland,
mma sought an inter94, 1874, aged 20 years.
was bapand
ago,
years
four
rest in Christ some

statesmanship,
most talked of to-day.ai 'e politicians and
partisons—men entirely unable to gras the
principles of a good goverament, anc intent only on pushing their schemes for pers
sonal aggrandizement and party supremacy.

WM. G. SHELDON died in Providence, R, L.,
Naturally very
Aug. 12, 1874, aged 52 years,
unassuming and Felitiligy, ouiv those who Knew
many excellences and
him best, appreciated hi"
Brother Sheldon early became a stuvirtues.
dent and lover of the Bible, manifesting his love

class.

in-the Sabbath school and Bible

He

put

orf Christ in bis'youth, and lived and died in
He was among those first
the Christian’s hope.
‘interested in the Greenwich street. Free Baptist
Although a believer in the
Mission and church.
carly comity of Christ, the second time, he exercised that charity which ‘accepts of all true

believers as brethren, and has passed on to ** sce

the King in his beauty,” and ‘‘ to walk the gold
en streets.” He ever evinced his interest in the
church and Sabbath school, until failing healthy
the house of God,
revented him from visiting
y this sad event, the world has lost an honest
man, the church and Sabbath sehool a true and’
of
faithful friend, and his stricken family oue

the best of husbands and fathers.

family
| GFW

largely
share
ity. in
and commun

the

His

sympathy

Nov. 16, 1874.

LATIN

Mis. MYRA HURD, Wifhsof John F. 10nd,
Me.,
Lebanon,
est.
died of consumption, al
At the age of fourJed 6, 1874, os 26 yeurs.
| teen she became a Christian, united with ‘the

| west Lebanon chureh, honored her profession
| by a consistent Christian life and died in hope,
her religion ‘ap| Naturally timid and reserved,

peared more in quiet Christinn acts'and generous’

SCHOOL.

FIRTZ W. BALDWIN, A.M.
Assisiants.

Fall Term begins,

.

§

Principal, with three

-

Aug. 18, 1874,

school

near

the

college and

theological school affords many
advantages which
are very important to students during their preparatory course. The special work of the school is to
Prepare students for college, and every effortis made
to do this in as thorough a manner as possible, Expenses are moderate. Send for catalogue,
A.M, JONES, Sec.

on

nilades
hilade=

13651

COLLEGE "FHEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.

BATES

#

A

FALL TERY, 1874.
The Fall Term of the Theological School connect
ed with Bates College begins Thursday, August 20th.

H

CE

For further information address the President, O. B,
Cheney, D. D., or Professor John Fullonton, TewisJ. A. HOWE, Sec.
ton, Maine.

BLOCK,

Chicago.
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PITTSFIELD, ME.
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Furnishes College Preparatory, Normal, Academ
ical and Ladies’
Full course of study. Terms, 1
weeks.
Fall term commences

Aug. 17, 1874.

Winter term commences Nov, 2, 1874.
Spring term commences Feb. 1, 1875.
Summer term commences April 19, 1855.

BOOK MAKING
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rates.
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SUSAN, widow of the late Aaron Willey, of
Barrington, died in Dover, Dee. 29, aged T4
husbund departed this life about
Her
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three years ago, aged 79. The deceased was the
mother of eleven children, five of whom died in
A son and five daughters survive
childhood.
at her fanher, all of whom were present
which took place at her son-in-law’s,
eral
It is
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in
Hall's,
Mr. Richard
a comforting thoughtto her surviving relatives
‘J. MEADER.
that her trust was in God. ~
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are men who appreciate the situation,
that day she lived an active Christian life, an
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church, better fitted for the skies, or that
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She leaves a
all that are needed to restore to our. nition
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GEORGIE E., only daughter of D niel and
Ellen W. Drew, died in: this city, of typhoit
fever,
Dee. 16, aged 16 years and T months.
She was an excellent scholar, amiable in disposition and much loved by her acquaintances.
She left her school to care for hey mother in ber
sickness, when she took the fever of which she
died. She seemedto bave a. preseptiment from
of her sickness that she
the commencement
Yot get well, but feargd not death,as she
should
Her teacher and
reposed\her confidence in God.
the class of scholars to which she belonged in the
High school were at ber funeral and followed as
mourners with the relatives to. ber present resting place.
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Winter Term sloses Friday, Jan. 22, 1875.
nE,
Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 1, 1875.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 9, 1875.
Vacation two weeks.’
Summer Term begins Monday, April 26, 1875.
July 1, 1875.
Summer Term closes Thursday,
For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or
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DavID H. PIERCE died in Limerick, Oct. 12,
He made no preparation to cross
aged 24 years.
the river until he came in sight of its mystic
banks, where,
lingering for a few days, he
sought earnestly for pardon, and
peace came.
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enough to carry this policy into enactment,
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can do what he has failed to do.
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GEORGE W. HASTY died in Limerick,
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of bread, placed before each one (or two), Christian, and died 'in the triumphs of faith. A
to accommodate the meat.
There were the time of his death he was a worthy member

perously managed.
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that the gentleman whose name is in doubt stinted their gifts to the Lord's poor.
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Bradley and wife having, aftér' four years’
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News

Count von Arnim has appealed to the Kammergericht from the sentence in his case,
Advices from Spain state that General Martinez has espoused the cause of Prince Alfonso.
A’portion of the crew of the barque Gustav have
been imprisoned by the Carlists.
Small-poxof the most malignant type is rag-

Sammary. :
MISCELLANEOUS.

Barnum,

Richard
were burned

two children,

wife and

on

Miss.,

at Shannon,

to death

Saturday night.

Le

uli

of a hun.
General Pope reports the surrender
Cheyenne
the
at
ns
India
e
hostil
the
of
dred more
Colonel
enant
Lieut
to
y
and Arrapahoe agenc
.
Neill.

It is authoritatively announced from Washing-

ton that General Sheridan has been ordered to
New Orleans, and that General Emory is re.
moved and General Terry assigned to his command.
The last report of the department of agricilture represents that the corn crop will not amount
© more than four-fifths of a good corn year.

Superintendent Philbrick has made his fare-

well repert on the Boston public schools.
"Ex-Senator Morgan has declined the Russian
‘
mission. *
{ ExGovernor

nine

iv

o

@ueen

oughly,

combine

have

some

was

The amount of tax paid into the Treasury by
the national banks for the current year already

~

A contract was, Monday, consummated .between the Main Central and Boston and Maine
railroads, by which the cars of the latter are to
be drawn over the Maine Central road.

then plundered the
ed.

safe

of $7,000,

The observations of the

and escap-

transit .of

Venus

by

the American party of New Zealand were highly
successful.
The Manhattan club of New York city tendeféda reception to two of its members—Mr.

Samuel J. Tilden and

Mr.

W.

H., Wickham,

the governor-elect and mayor-elect respectively,
on Thesday evening. Speeches were made by
prominent democratsand letters were” read from
+ representative men in all the States,
An agreement has been entered into between
this government and Canada by which mail matter from one country to the other is to be for-

warded and delivered free, upon prepayment of
postage at the established domestics rates of the
country of
partments
rangement
respect to

origin. It is the desire of the deof both countries that a similar arbe made, as soon as practicable, with
the-money-order “ystem,

The miners invading the Black Hills are being pursued by a company “of the third cavalry.
The Indians demand all captured property.
Five persons were murdered in Lee county,
Miss., on'Saturday and their bodies were consumed in «a building.
Work inthe coal dnd iron works in Penn€ylvania is generally suspended, the workmen
refusing to accept the new scale of wages offered
by employers.

:

FOREIGN.

60,000

colliars have struck in South Wales.
In view of the proposed reduction of wages of
“miners in the collieries of South Wales and
+ Monmouthshire, England, a strike is expect.
ed.
A meeting of prominent m
bers of the
French Assembly and of the abire was held,
‘Wednesday, in the interest of an ag:
ent on
the constitutional law.

News is received of a terrific faction fight at
Templeton, Ontario, on Christmas day.
Distressing accounts continue to be received of
the famine in Asia Minor,
Of 50,000 people

who emigrated to the city of Adana, half that
“ number have succumbed to the disease.
The Hawaiian government has appointed com-

~~ missionérs
to négotiate a loan of $1,000,000 in
to run_thirty years,

ve
de

with 7 per cent. in-

Se objet beng to pay off the ‘national
recent

conference

of

members

at Paris was

devoted
to a discussion of the

Question of the

i ‘er meeting

be

News from
Alfonso has been

. hii
;

of the

French Assembly
and the mini

Senate, and to the septennate.

-

being adjustable, so that.a shert girl can bring
her lips to the line of any given moustache without trouble. If the gate is occupied at 10:30, Pp.
M.,an iron hand extends from one gate post,
takes the young man by the left ear, turns him
around, and he is at once started home by a

drawer for two hundred

and

thirty-

plunged

into

water,

was

incisiobs in

the basket for the admission of air. Returning,
he found the oysters in @s good condition as ev-

er, though they had not been near the water in
all that time. On placing them in a bed at Caucale they throve finely.

Decalecomania is the Hae of a comparative)y
time.

tonsider#ble

Itconsists

attention

in transferring

pistures which have been printed on paper in
high and beautiful colors to any object one may
wish fo ornament, such as fans, work-boxes,
vases, flower pots, articles of furniture, &c.
When transferred, these pictures look as if paint-

‘ed upon the

article ornamented, and

they

are

much more attractive and beautiful than they
would be if painted with a brush, unless executed by a very skillful artist; indéed this beautiful
band painting for most purposes.
The pictures
embrace a great variety of subjects,
such as
heads, landscapes, animals, insects, flowers ,comic figures, &c.
The art is easily acquired, and
children even soon become experts. Transferring these pictures is a charming pastime for old
or young, and serves to cultivate a taste for the

beautiful. J. L.w Patten & Co., I Pine street,
New York, will
for the small sum of ten cents,
send full instroctions in this beautifal art, together with ten handsome samples of the pictures, or
for fifty cents they will send. one hundred attractive pictures.

As time goes on the portraits which Gilbert
Stuart painted are increasit g 1n value, although
for years

they have

been considered

Anoth-

held.

is to the effect” that Prince
ed King, and has

an ‘by the nation, army and minis-

more

gestion.

coun-

rare in the

picture market, and have always brought high
prices. At a late sale in England a rather sketchy
head by this master produced quite an excite
mentin the auction gallery, and was knocked
df to Lord Overton at
three hundred guineas.
The London Athensiimi remarked of the head

those who

symbols

and costumes of

art, although

double

of an'unknown

person, worth

the money it brought, and

a prize

for

any gallery.

Gerritt Smith Jefe a will, in which be bequeaths one-halfof bis property to his wife and
one-quarter each to his two children, Mrs. Miller

and Greene

Smith,

made liberal

Prior to his death he had

provisions. for his

charitable institutions.

relatives and for

His two last large gifts

‘regency has beer
ed under the
were made ‘within two months, one of $12,000 in
dency”yof
of Outset del Castillo, “without a | various sums to the sufferers in Kansas and ad=
“portfolio.
3"
o
| joining states from the grasshopper scourge.

of

he

ton.

Who

knows

may

join use

matter,

and

we have

horses

are

fi

suddén

changes

as ab

through

as a costlyhaye,

diffused when
horse

room

provided

is entered.

with

The

blankets

for its

should

a
be

special use.

These need not be costly, and may be easily
mude at home. A pair of coarse, heavy brown
wool
blankets, costing $5, will make a very
serviceable suit of horse clothing. The clothing
should be made in two parts, one t6 cover the
withers to the crupper and reaching beneath the
belly, and another to cover the neck and throat}
both
should be lined with gunney cloth to
strengthen them. The neck and chest of a horse

are very sensitive parts of the animal, and need
ample protection as well as the body. The body

et fits smoothly to the curve of the back, else it
will not lie in its proper place, but will slip
be stitched

gather in wrinkles in the middle of
A saddle piece of stiff cloth should

upon

the blanket,

worked in it upon each

and two

side through

which

slits
the

girth is placed to retam ilin its place. Two straps
and buckles should be stitched in front to fasten
the blunket close

upon the

chest, and

it should

be bound with a broad strip of colored flannel.
The throat-piece should be carefully cutto fit
the neck, and be made low enough to Jap uver
the blanket for severalinches. A strap is fasten-

the

hot months,—a

other
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Sheetings and Shirtings—- ZI}
Zine, ground in oP mn

in its place, and

Modlons Akisee hs

others are attached by

which it

et.
These coverings should not be worn in the
stable, but only out of doors, -when the horse Is
exposed to cold winds, or when it is standing

after having been warmed by work.
should be so exposed as

blanket a horse when
be tight and warm,

No stable

to make it necessary to

within it. Stables should
and
ventilited in such

a manner as mot to throw cold drafts upon
‘the horse. Pure, fresh air in the stable, although

it may be of a low temperature, will so invigorate the circulation of a horse that no protection
beyond its own natural covering will be needed,

even in the coldest’ winter weather.

It 1s when

brought out from the still sir of. tue stable into

the cutting winds that the animal needs covering,
or when a careless driver leaves him steaming,
after a ‘brisk drive, standing in a December
snow-storm, while he is warming bimselt be-

fore a hot Sove—~Agriculiurist,
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I hereby certify that Mr. Lawrence
purchased
the
Radical , ho of me and from time to time made me
jamiliar with his case, I belive his Statewont to be
troe in every rHoRlar.
JAS,
P. DERBY.
Fitchburg,
« 14th,

°°

The above severe Sage yas a combination of several ailmegts, viz.: bad cough,
asthma, deafnhss,
headache, ete., each of which might,
the mos in.
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Reliable & Tried Books
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CHOIR,

FOR THE

o>

SINGING SCHOOL,
VENTION.

AND

Cox-

A week

home, male or

warranted.

No

capital

re-

Yes, they are all Ready.
The above in answer to inquiries about the

BUSINESS

-

DIRECTORIES
-— OF ==

&

Vermont
for 1875.

New

Hameshire

Those who wish them by mail will pk

send 23 cents for one, or 45 cents for both, with their

order.

Address
CLAREMONT M'F'G CO.,
Claremont, N. H,

&

MAIN,

Pub’s,

Temperance Volumes.
A)

CAROLINA.

ter.

The Hotel Keeper's Daugh-

By Mrs. M. E. Berry,

$1.25.

DARKNESS TO LIGHT.
An English Temperance Story,
ESTER RIED.
By Pansy,
JULIA RIED.
“w .
KING'S DAUGHITER, The. By Pansy,
MAY BELL.
By Herbert Newbury,
MODERN
PROPHETS.
By Pansy
and Faye Huntington,
THREE PEOPLE.
By Pansy,
WISE
AND
OTHERWISE.
By
Pansy,
Boston: D. LOTHROP

J
by
150"
1.50,
1.50.
1.50.
1.50.
»
1.50.

& CO., Publishers,

!!

THE ADVANCE FOR 1875
Wide-Awake

v

76 East Ninth Street, New York,
91 Washington Street, Chicago.
”
tfeowsl

and Progressive.

A

NATIONAL

“Sound

in

the

CHRISTIAN

WEEKLY,

live,

Ar

DUN

of 0 2 50

. do
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Pi

; esybng 40 4 4 00

haasse

fearless;

and,

at

the

same

time,

Faith.”

Having, about a year ago, passed into the ha nds of

NEW

PUBLISHERS,

THE ADVANCE has taken a new start, and,as a Christian family journal,challenges comparison
with any other.
THE ADVANCE will, as heretofore, give 8 cial attention to its department of Religious

Intelligence, which is already more compact an complete than that of any other eligious week
He Jour,
ly. Its Ch ildrews Pages are always popular w ith the young folks, equaling, duri
An original Serial Stary
both in quality and amount, ulmost any of the Juvenile maguzines,
MRS. EMILY
HUNTINGTON
MILLER,
whose rare merits as a story-writer are well known, was commenced the first of November, Its

Its HOME
ToPICS OF THE TIMES discuss current events in the light of Christian good sense.
Its COLUMN OF THIrLES is careHINTS furnish useful, practical suggestions to housekeepers.
red on the principle that “a little nonsense now and then is relished Ly the best of
fully
pre
eh
Unde
nder the head of CHRISTIAN WORK are gathered news summaries and condensed rerts of Evangelistic and Benevolent work, including that of the YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN

"NEW

FEA TURES

:

will be a column of Popular Science Items ANergating with an Essay, conducted by PRrRo¥. A. S.
n, who is second to no scie tisk living, in his faculty of mukiog scienPACKARD, PH. D. +s Of
tific subjects interesting as well as instructive to the reader.
Another attraction will be Sketches from Washington,b % MARY CLEMMER AMES, who is so

well knqwn as the writer of “A Woman’s Letter from Wash gton,” in the INDEPENDENT. In
short, the ablest and best writers of the country have beenB engared either as Contributors under
mentioned
their own names, or to supply Editorials. Among these
PROF. STUART PHELPS,
PROF, SAMUEL HARRIS,
WENDELL PHILLIPS,
J. 8. C, ABBOTT,
LER COLFAX,
Hox. Sc
PROF. R. D. HITCHCOCK,
GERRIT

PRES. FAIRCHI LD,
Vice PRES, WILSON,
LEONARD WOOLSEY

PORTER,

SMITH,

THEODORE

CUYLER,

besides many others,

Pro¥. DAVID Swine.

Moses Coit TYLER,
GEN, F. A. WALKEY,

of

BACON,

PREMIUMS,

Convinced that it is more fitting to put the value of the usual premiums into the paper i
we offer no Chromos, but will give to our subscribers ¥IVE THOUSAND DOLLARS, as we ar el

past year, in our SUNPAY-SCHOOL

>

SUPPLEMENT,

he Illustrated Bible Studies. A
This, in itself, is acknowledged to be a more Yalgable premium than any other
:
Besides this we shall, after January -1st, bear the

fered.

PREPAID

on both ADVANCE

paper has ofR

POSTAGE

and STUDIES without addition to our regular price—this postage, which bits ©

amounted to thirty<two cents per year; will therefore be a - premium of that amount

n cashto

each three dollar subscriber,

PER YEAR
THREE DOLLARS
in advance, with the above included, will therefore be. the price to all excepting clergymen; to (Le
‘latter $2.20.

particulars sent

boy

a1 d
cents postage.) ' Spécial rates will be given for CLUBS of new subscribers,
to any one interested in making up suc clubs. Also very ‘economical combira~

a merely nominal price—will be continued a short time,
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BY PF. P. BLISS,
Is having a
more extended sale than any book of a
simular Sharacter ever before issued. The demand |
ARE NOT SURPASSED,
for specimen copies (which are sent by mail on receipt of 30 cts.) is in near
every case followed A
IF
If
you
have
not tried them, do so.’
the contents of the boo
large orders, showing
are its sure recommendation. Address all orders to
"Booksellers sell.them.
the publishers.
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"What

Truth

JOHN CHURCH

more milk or butter, than tha cemmon
kind.
We say again, don’t miss of this crop whatever

Pictoteeeeeess 0 00

have

PY Jo¢ breathed

ro

That Gospel Song gs, “raz VICTORY,”

the ground and keep the weeds down. Sweet
corn is praferted by some,but we have not found
that it is relished better by the cows, or produces

Molds... ees ow 120. IN Cut,
Sperm...ceeeces 28 @..
do.
COAL.
do.
Cannel..... B® as
Porto

a

ev

CHURCH

~The

Rain or shine, wet or dry, don’t fail to put in
a good lot of corn for fodder, to carry your cows
through
the droughts of summerg We
have
found sward land, on the north side of a hill, if
possible, to escape early
frost,
best adapted
or this purpose. Furrow pretty deep, and fill
up with compost or
green manure,—the latter
mellowed by old meadow muck, or rich soil ,—
sow rather thickly, more so than for peas,as
the object is not to have too coarse stalks, but a
pleay of them. If the growth 1s rapid, once
oeing is sufficient, as the erop will soon cover

CANDLES,

a

€ nos!
a very bad cough itm

50

CINCINNATI,

very good time, it

economical.—
Cor. Germantown

ap

IT IS

not the best, to take on flesh. , This puts them
in the best of condition for corn feeding, which
should commence about the first of September,
when the new crop is still soft and
tender.
Treated in this way, hogs become probably as
perfect as;any method could makethem. Upon the
whole too, I believe it the cheapest and most

clothing should be made of two pieces, cut so as
to admit of two gores; one, short, narrow ‘one
upon the rump, and one longer, wide one at the
withers.
These should be cut so that the blank-

down and
the Back.

many

Gentlemen,—My case is briefly as fol
had Catarrh for on ears, each
Io:

oe 40

School Work, Specimen
n'receipt of 30 cote.; $3.00 per

8

JOHN

My own theory of pork raising, based upon
experience, observation
and probably a tittle
philosophy of the thing, if written for the benefit
of others, Would be about as follows:
During
hot summer months, I would feed very little
soiled feed, sach as éorn in the ear or uncracked.
I would keep hogs upon green feed constantly,
either gruss, oats or rye, and feed them at regular intervals, once or twice per day, upon
mashed feed; either shorts, chopped oats or rye,
buckwheat, ete., ted in troughs.
When fed in
this way, and at the same time allowed access
to water and -shade, bogs ‘will bear crowding

and humanity calls for proper care of such an
one as much as for any other. Nor should the
lap-robe, or the ‘buffalo-robe, with
which the
driver protects himself, be used to cover the
horse while he stands for a short time. This
conveys the disagreeable smell of the animals
not always clean skin to the clothes, from which
warm

spirits, and

44 3
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BY P. P. BLISS.

Pork Raising.

——

more

Fine X

Is acknowledged to be the best book

common affections would generally disappear
with the adoption of these rules.—Dio Lewis.

only a passing

Pic
holog

who

‘habits
I have advised,
are vital to your health
and happiness.
Pimples, blotches, yellow spots, nnasal eatarrh,
biliousness, liver torpidity, constipation, sleep-

But this

LUMBER.

3

dullness,

nel

3811

¥

and in the light of my own experience and these
long observations,I assure you that the table

iness,

tyy

Wel

GOSPEL
SONGS!

careful observer (I have no hobbies about diet),

with beauty in the fu-

cries 40 @ 1 40

_Impenal...

v

Manage your stomach as above, and at the
end of temyears you will look back upon these
table habits as the source of great advantages and
happiness.”
For thirty years, I have been a constant and

how
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apple.
I think certain dietetic reformers have somewhat overrated the value of fruit,
Avoid cake, pie, all sweetmeats, nuts, raisins

wor:
negleet than by hard work.
Cold
kills more than work does. Sudden chills, when
they are warmed up by severe exercise, ruin
_numberless Lorses. In how few stables ean a
good set of blankets be found? These are always
seen in the stables of valuable
horses, hut rarely
Asswhele, But a cheap Rbrse feels and suffers

M. Hamon once left a
is generally supposed.
basket of oysters at Nantes for seventeen consecutive days, during the hottest part of the sumHis
mer, while he made a journey elsewhere.

at the present

fellowship,

—

other bivalves will retain life much longer than

new art that is attracting

Cooked
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the diet
for indisuffering
relieved
an

A

9 Gunpowder—

LEATHER.

Solo—

omitting'the supper, that I have, for a number

middle-men

1t is a great thing for

A great many

On
during a.voyage from Australia to England.
its arrival at Southampton, four hundred and
ninety-eight days after leaving its native marsh,
it was again put into the water, where it opened
its valves and renewed its former hubits asa
Recent experiments have proved that
mollusk.

only precaution was to make a_few

Oldisivesnsrare

next morn-

Hupdreds of persons have come to me with
indigestion in some of its many forms, aud have
experienced such relief in a single week from

‘Horse Clothing

A fresh-water clam, according to a foreign
scientific journal, was last year shut up in a per-

This

(till the

observation, no doubt whatever,

word for itnow.— Harper's Magazine.

steel foot.”

showed signs of remarkable activity.

solicitude.

policy of the

in their

will

which

is a great

ed within & month, and considered it as a work

ad

The

editorof the Rome (N.Y.) Sentinel has
been shown “ a design for an upholstered front

then, being

their

with the fruits thut crown the year!

art offers a complete substitute for the process of

;

Advices from Great Britain state. that

and

in arranging the modern pictures from the Luxembourg in the last of the Louvre galleries.

one days, and

and

with anxiety of

ture of the sex? The farm surely has all the elements of the beautiful if they are only sought
out,
aud
orchards, groves,
liwns, flowers,
brooks, rocks,
hills, lakes, offer charms that
need only
good taste and social sympathy to
exalt them into agencies of culture and festivals
ot joy. How wise it is to give the farmers the
dressing of the church once a year, as is sometimes done, and what harvesi-homes our America would show next November if every farming
village would do ifs best to adorn its temple

adopted, and the conservators are now engaged

fectly dry

more

Sheet and Pipe ..g..

should be eaten afler dinner, and I think that
the dinner should be taken early in the day;
aot latef, if it" can be so managed, than. two
o'clock. In regardto ‘the precise hour for the
dinner, Iam not so clear, though for myself one
o'clock Js the best hour; but in reference to the
omission of the third meal, I have, after long

much
the Ceres,
Flora, and Pomona of the
grange may do lo give woman a style of dress
that is good for something besides mere show,

and sat down to die. To the surprise of the
clerk he showed every indication of poisoning,
and he thinks that if he had not told him of the
harmless nature of the potion he would have
died from mere imagination.
galleries of the
portion of the
A furtller
Louvre has just been opened to the public. This
contains the Diiteh school the Italian school having been thrown open a month since. A chro
nological arrangement of the paintings has been

gate, which seems destined to become very popular. The foot-board is cushioned, and there is
a warm soap-stone on each side, the inside step

Cumberland county, Maine, was knocked senseless in his office in Portland by two robbers, who

eat nothing

{ROUGH

Pig gold.....=. 6) @.. 6)

agaigst the V1 am so fixed in my convictions as that nothing

guin for agriculture in ideal dignity and social

it at once

man named White, at Springfield

were killed near Ockmulgee, Indian Territory,
by Detective York, of Springfield. Another
notorious outlaw, named Kinch West, was mortally wounded.
Early Wednesday evening thz treasurer of

Bot, and

till the soil to bring true soul to their

refinement

| The

October,

and

agitation.

en as well as men join in this movement, and
out of all this ceremonial of the crook and pruning-hook, the sash and pouch, some substantial

The clerk, suspectcents’ worth of strychnine.
ing his object, gave him a harmless dose of *‘ su-

swallowed

LEAD.

and

butter, and close the meal with a glass of weuk
lemonade, Eat no dessert, tinless it be a little

their associations fo show their respect for themselves and for their calling. It is well that wom-

for fifty

called

speak
share

work, and even in the

ship True Lové has not cruised for eight years,
and the whale must have carried the iron for
that period if not longer.
A young man walked into an Iodisuspolis

drug store the other day, and

featare

own and

The

Love, 1861.”

moralists

and literature.

of a Scotch

the head of which was found the head

sparingly) good bred

nection with each other and with the press, and | would digest a large beefsteak without a pang,
all the Welps and incentives of society, art, but who could not manage aa single uncooked

captured, in

was

Nile of New London,a whale

sober

markable

the barque

voyage of

papers

their eagerness for

Two notorious horse th ieves, named Tom Cox
and George Alexander, who murdered a gentlelast

fellow-feeling,

and public

-

of years, depended upon this point in
as the best item in my prescriptions
who come between them and the markets, and
gestion. I have never met the person
take more than their share of the farmer’s profits
and exact more than their dne for the manufac- from indigestion, who was not greatly
turers prodacis,
It is well that they seek té at once, by omitting the third meal.
take their crdps more readily and cheaply to Eat nothing between meals, not even
If you eat fruit, let it be
the market,or (o bring the market nearer to or peach.
their crops. What, perhaps, is the most re- breakfast and dinner,

stead of being in the gallery.

youth

and

against the grasping

an official statehas made
The government
ment that the picture exists in the Palazzo Sciarra, where it is in the prince’s bed-chamber, in-

the

money

DINNER.

should be used very

They that use the plow and the pruning-hook
can not tend to any such warfare; and- so far as
we have read the proceedings of the granges of
husbandry that are rising by thousands among
our farmers, they promise well for the future
of the tillers of the ground and for the nation at
large. Itis well for them to guard themselves

found.

as lost, has beer

'

Beef or mutton, roasted or stewed with any
vegetables you
may
like
(though . tomatoes

the warfare of the trowel against the cross, and

The Neue Freie Presse learns from Rome that
which
Raphael’s celebrated ** Violin-Player,”

gar of milk;”

with

access to the press

the ultramontane

There is no better instrument to mark linen,
&e., than the celebrated Briggs marker, prepared by F, H. Stoddard & Co., Northamplon, Mass.

gun harpoon, marked “ True

over the world

old feuduhism. Some of the associations 10!
by them still alarm the organs of despotism,

the lowness of the Rhine at
‘can be seen at Halen ‘which
three centuries ago by a sudriver which swept away at the
of the village.

During the last whaling

signs all

ages mighty powers in the struggle

It is stated that Menotti Garibaldi has bought
a villa in the suburbs of Rome, near the -Porla
Pia, for the use of his father during his stay in
that city.
:

reported

are

CATA RRH |
CATARRH !

2

CATARRH.

The mechanics have done a great work for ing.
modern liberty, and their guilds have been for
There is no rule in regard to diet about which

The St. Paul (Minn.)press says there is no
longer room for doubt that a considerable body
of gold miners, well fortified, is at work inthe
Black Hills.

was lately

there

because they hang together more closely, and
live in towns and cities, where they readily

Georgia.

On account of
present a church
was carried away
den rising of the
same time a part

and

S.

West & Soe

Sanford’ Radical Cure

If you are thin, and need fat, use the first
three; if you are too fat, use
the last-named
two.
Drink cold wales, ora little wegk coffees

heritage, and

rights - and its duties, The
mechanics
have
made more mark upon public opinion, perhaps,

at

breudstuffs

lund is our great

of the ‘awakening of the farming interest to its

New

usudl

the

Victoria dispensed

The

true use of it is our most essential need, hui
people ought tobe trained for this more thor-

The population of Mississippi is to be increased by the exodus thither of 3000 negroes from

held at New Orleans and testimony taken.

exceeds $8,000,000.

clates,

Paragraphs.

The congressional sub-committees for ‘investigating the difficulties in Louisiana and Mississippi, - arrived at the scene of their labors,
former

the

continued

report the

Spain

Year's bounties of beef, coal and
Windsor Castle.

tee on post offices and post roads shows the deficiencies in aggregate of expenditures of the department in the various States to be greater by
nearly $6,000,000 than the aggregate receipts.

of the

The

left

4

Oat meal porridge, with milk and sugar,
+ Or, Graham mush, with a little good syrup.
Or, cracked wheat, with milk and sugar.

It is folly to despise

{
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or disparage the working-men in this. limited
sense, and no wise or good man can fail to wish
Or, baked potatoes, with bread and butter.
them ull substantial emancipation and welfare,
Or, beefsteak or mutton. chop, with baked
But the largest and most important class of
potatoes and bread and butter,
2
workers are the farming class and their

The’

peaceful progress of the revolution. * The army
and navy have everywhere acknowledged . the
The accession of King Alfonzo has
new King.
been proclaimed in Cuba, toward which province
a conciliatory policy is to be adopted.
The planets, riveters and boiler makers of
Hull, England, have struck against the reduction
of wages,

The investigation of the congressional commit-

a session

unburied.

déad -or have

either

from

Advices

and then escaped.
The reports of General ®ope a Major Dudley. of suffering in various counties of Kansas
and Nebraska show that some 15,000 people
need assistance, owing to the*destruction of the
crops by grasshoppers.

and

lying

you should live about as follows:
BREAKFAST,

,

Thomas Wright calls the working men “‘ our
new masters,” meaning, for the most part, me-

chanics and their helpers,

Or

To secure a clear, fresh skin, bright eye, active limbs, a quick brain, and'a cheerful, pleasant temper, and if you would enjoy a long’ hfe,

Association.
Be

place.

The order for a bill of particulars in the Tilton-Beecher.suit has been overiuled, and it was
expetted that the trinl would proceed on Monday.
At Lamar, Barton county, Missouri, on 2 Sune
day night, an unknown man “rode up to the
county jail and through one of the windows shot
and killed Hieronimus, the murderer of Colonel
Norris, fatally wounded his RecOmPLiSS, Dixon,

Wednesday,

were

male portion are

been

has

York,

New

of

appointed and accepted the position of supervising architect of the Treasury department.
A collision of ferry boats in the East River,
New York, Monday, duringa fog, caused . the
instant death of one person, and fatal injuries to
4
three others.
another formal
made
bave
es
The mill operativ
protest against the proposed, reduction of their
wages. Further trouble is threatened among
the Pennsylvania miners.
Congressman-elect Seelye of the tenth Mass,
district declines tobe a candidate for the junexe
pired term of the late Congressman Crocker.

children

Indians are in a pitiful state of destitution.

WwW ednesday, tried for the murder of Byerly, and
discharged on the decision of ‘not proven” by
the judge.
William A. Petar,

Farmers’

|

ing among the Indians at Pickeonock, on Gatineau river, Canada. On the 27th, the bodies of

Louisiana, was

of

Warmoth,

—

ON TRIAL

WANTED.

Gentie

+tion has been increased hi

THRE® MONTHS

FOR

5

CENTS

b)

‘

en or Ladies are wanted to canvass for the ADVANCE and othicals, in every town in the United States, The Cash Gbmpensa-

on now very large, and, asthe pa

er is constantly

jusreating

ularity, and NEVER STOOD HIGHER THAN NOW, the work is found altoj ther agreed) le,
For these and other reasons, Now is the best time to begin work for it,”
‘Write immediately to

in pop~

C. H. HOWARD & Co,
3

;

Publishers,

151 & 153 Fifth Aveune;

CHICAGO, Il.
, dteswid

4

